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Abstract
Agricultural production is unequally distributed across space, and often a single crop is
predominantly grown in only a handful of productive clusters. I show that this clustering is
explained well by the role of agricultural supply chains. My setting is Mexico, a worldwide
agricultural supplier that features high productivity agricultural production as well as lower
productivity subsistence farming. Empirically, I demonstrate that firms in agricultural value
chains cause nearby regions to specialize in the crop they produce, and their presence explains
patterns of clustering in production more closely than land suitabilities alone. Since modern
agricultural supply chains require large fixed costs to establish, only some regions will be able
to bear the high costs required, leaving other areas unable to produce for higher-value domestic
and international markets. I provide an equilibrium framework to understand the role of fixed
costs in agricultural value chains and their implications for spatial patterns of production. I
estimate fixed costs of entry to be large, particularly for crops with larger non-tariff barriers
to trade. I find that the explicit modeling of agricultural supply chains is necessary to explain
the concentration of agricultural production compared to the preexisting literature. Finally,
using simulations of agricultural productivity under climate change, I examine the spatially
fixed nature of investments in agricultural value chains. I find that these investments inhibit
mitigation of climatic damages by limiting the degree to which regions can shift crops.
Keywords: agricultural value chains, fixed costs, climate change
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Introduction

A key feature of the process of industrialization is that it is coupled with movements away from
subsistence farming and into more specialized agricultural production, particularly that organized
in agricultural value chains (AVCs). Such agricultural supply chains – including participating
farms, processors, exporters, and retailers – allow for advancements that decouple the locations of
agricultural consumption and production. In settings where AVCs are prevalent, agricultural production is rarely located uniformly across space and commonly leads to clusters of intensive production of certain crops. A commonly held view is that the location of these clusters is explained
by the inherent suitability of land, and that Ricardian specialization of land explains production
patterns well (Costinot and Donaldson, 2012).
Clusters of intensive production of certain crops can be observed in many regions. For instance,
88% of the strawberries produced in the United States are grown along the central California coast
and 85% of the avocados grown in Mexico are produced in a small region that spans the states
of Michoacán and Jalisco. Examples of such productive agricultural clusters appear consistent
with the stylized view of agriculture proposed by Krugman (1991). In that model, given intensive
use of immobile land and constant returns to scale in agriculture, “the geographical distribution
of [agricultural] production will be determined largely by the exogenous distribution of suitable
land.” In other words, under this view the unique climatic conditions of the California coast provide for the ideal location in terms of soil conditions and climate for growing high value crops such
as strawberries so any other region wishing to specialize in said crop would be at a comparative
disadvantage in their production. This view is still implicitly embedded in modern models of agricultural production featuring Fréchet distributed land productivities, wherein land productivities
are the primary factor which can explain differences in the concentration of production1 .
While suitability nonetheless matters, I find that agricultural value chain presence plays a much
larger role in explaining concentration patterns at the subnational level than agronomic suitability
measures. I hypothesize that the existence of barriers to complete Ricardian specialization of land
operate through the fixed costs of entry for agricultural value chains. If fixed costs and barriers
are large to enter into more modern production and exporting, then areas unable to pay these fixed
costs (that are nonetheless suitable) will be left out of these production opportunities. Relative to
pre-existing models that do not model the features of the agricultural value chain sector explicitly,
I develop a model of agricultural production and trade which incorporates AGVCs and their fixed
costs, and show that these features can better explain observed patterns of clustering.
In this paper, I focus on the context of Mexico. Mexico is an ideal setting for studying the
distributional effects of agricultural value chains. Highly productive, export-oriented agriculture
(much of it bound north towards the United States and Canada, and distributed by North American
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multinationals) is prevalent in some regions, while subsistence agriculture is the main feature of
others. Accordingly, I show that the majority of exporting farms are in close proximity to processing and packing firms, indicating that distance to agricultural value chains plays a large role
in determining which areas have access to such export opportunities. For the farms located close
enough to exporting firms, connections to processing firms and their ability to realize increased
returns to scale may facilitate regional production and exporting of a given crop, similar to how
shipping hubs or entrepôts facilitate international trade (Ganapati et al., 2021).
However, the fixed costs to establish the necessary infrastructure needed for agricultural value
chain oriented production in new regions can be large. For instance, to become a firm which
sources mangoes from local farms and exports them, one must learn about export requirements
and rules. These may include costs at the firm level (internal economies of scale) such as obtaining
an import permit, preventing the spread of fruit flies by dipping the mangoes in tanks of hot water
in specially designed facilities, marketing to find new international markets, but also may include
costs that require regional cooperation (external economies of scale), such as having the necessary
transport infrastructure, having all the orchards in the region annually inspected by either local
authorities or those of the importing country, having outgoing shipments inspected, and figuring
out how to ship the crop abroad. Fixed costs such as these deter the entry of agricultural supply
chains, particularly those operating in smaller production zones.
These complex supply chains and the learning that comes between actors in chains as modeled by Barrett et al. (2020) are often necessary to fulfill the higher quality standards required by
either consumer facing actors such as supermarkets or by importing countries. By fulfilling the
international quality standards required for agricultural exporting (Fontagné et al., 2015), actors
connected to an agricultural value chain benefit from access to international demand and the accompanying potential for higher prices. Therefore, these fixed costs to entry of agricultural value
chains affect which regions are winners and losers from agricultural production and trade.
Increasing returns from scale arising from fixed costs, as in more general settings, may yield
outcomes that depend strongly on initial conditions. In particular, with economies of scale operating through intermediaries, there is an outsized role of policies that affect entry of intermediate
firms in the agricultural supply chain. For instance, if nontariff barriers such as phytosanitary restrictions increase the fixed cost of entry for processing and packaging plants to a threshold where
there is firm entry in only one region, that region over time will become specialized in the produc1 Olver and Zilberman (2022) argue that the rise of California as a powerhouse in strawberry production was due to
the rise of capital and technological specialization, and not necessarily agricultural suitability, particularly the rise of
methyl bromide plus chloropicrin fumigation and drip irrigation. Such technologies were expensive, and agricultural
extension agents outside of California discouraged their usage since they were “prohibitively expensive, and returns
were unlikely to justify expenditures”, which “served to widen the yield gap between California and the rest of the
country” (Olver and Zilberman, 2022).
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tion of a given crop relative to other regions. In companion work, I examine a case study where
US phytosanitary requirements lead to increased concentration of Mexican avocado production2 .
These phytosanitary requirements act as trade barriers that raise entry costs, which lead to fewer
regions that can benefit from export opportunities. If such economies of scale are national, then
there may exist a role for (agro)industrial policy to facilitate the establishment of additional intermediary entry in other regions in light of some of these fixed costs driven by trade barriers
(Bartelme et al., 2019). Such policies aimed at reducing costs of entry would likely have the effect
of reducing market power through increased competition, without fair trade requirements or price
floors as studied by Zavala (2022).
To examine the causal effects of agroexporters on their nearby regions, I consider an event
study analysis where I examine the timing of entry of large agroexporters producing a variety of
crops across a number of regions in Mexico. I find that in the five years after firm entry, the
surrounding municipality has a land share 25 percentage points higher dedicated to the crop the
firm produces, and 15 years later, more than 40 percentage points of land more is allocated to the
crop. Therefore, I conclude that these firms play large roles in shaping the specialization of the
areas they operate in.
Next, I develop a general equilibrium model which incorporates intermediaries with market
power and large fixed costs of entry which can contribute to agricultural policy analysis, such as
understanding the ability of farmers to shift their crop choices (profitably) in response to climate
change. By modeling the joint decisions of farms and processing firms, I aim to quantify the
importance of these mechanisms for crop choice, exporting, and regional development. On the
agricultural production side, the model is similar to others in the trade and agriculture literature
such as Bergquist et al. (2019), Domı́nguez-Iino (2022), Sotelo (2020), and Zavala (2022). Where
I deviate is the introduction of intermediaries with large fixed costs, and the impacts they have on
the geography of production. I allow for two separate production regimes in the model. Consistent
with Mexico’s agricultural history3 , where agricultural production has shifted from domestic, dispersed production, to export-oriented and concentrated – one production regime can be considered
“autarkic”, where farmers can only sell their output in local markets, and another where farmers
can sell to nearby players in the agricultural value chain, who can then sell the processed output
anywhere domestically or internationally (subject to trade costs). Comparing my model to one
without intermediaries, I conclude that my model of agricultural production is better suited than
existing models in this literature to match the patterns of agricultural clustering that I observe. Importantly, I am able to use the structure and assumptions of my model to tractably estimate the fixed
2 The

case study can be found here.
figures A.5 and A.7 for an example of how avocado production has shifted from being dispersed to highly
clustered from the period of 1950 to 2020, a crop which simultaneously has gone from being almost solely domestically
consumed to a cash export crop.
3 See
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costs of entry for intermediaries producing a variety of crops in Mexico. I note that my estimated
fixed costs are often quite large for some crops, and they correlate with the number of non-tariff
barriers imposed by the United States as to their importation.
Developing a quantitative model allows me to examine a number of counterfactuals, primarily
the impact of climate change in a world where intermediaries in AVCs play an important role
in agricultural production. The existence of large, spatially fixed costs implies that AVCs may
be stuck in locations that will be less suitable in the future due to climate change, and given the
high cost of entry into other regions, unable to move elsewhere, limiting potential mitigation. I
find that the current locations of AGVCs are not where crop production will be most suitable in
the future according to climate simulations, and examine whether policies aimed at increasing
AGVC entry will help blunt these impacts, and whether such firms will shift across the MexicoU.S. border. Such policies may include lowering the fixed costs of entry for intermediaries, either
through government subsidies or trade agreements targeted at lowering the trade barriers imposed
by phytosanitary regulation, or more general infrastructure investments (to reduce trade costs).
Ultimately, such an analysis can better help regions that are impacted to have losses from climate
change under their current production patterns.
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Related Literature

My paper touches upon several strands of literature in economics. In examining the features driving
the agglomeration of agricultural production, my work relates back to the work of David Ricardo
in understanding the patterns of comparative advantage as well as Marshall (1890) in understanding some of the features that generate external economies of scale. More recently, my paper relates
to the literature in international trade studying economies of scale dating back to the seminal work
of Krugman (1979). In follow up work, Krugman (1991) presents a core-periphery model where
manufacturing firms cluster based on consumer demand. However, the agricultural sector is assumed to be constant returns to scale (CRS) with no transport costs, and in this way any potential
clustering of agricultural production is ruled out. While Costinot and Donaldson (2012) documents
that patterns of national specialization in agriculture closely follow a pattern expected by the Ricardian theory of comparative advantage, I argue that these patterns are more muted at the subnational
level. Work such as Coeurdacier et al. (2022) demonstrates that increases in agricultural productivity allow for a decoupling between the sites of agricultural production and consumption, and for
agriculture to be located where it is most productive.
I argue that these patterns can be explained by the role of global value chains (GVCs) in agricultural production. Recent work models optimal value chain structure more broadly (e.g. Antràs
and Chor, 2013 & Antràs and De Gortari, 2020), as well as examined the relationship between
5

AGVC production and structural transformation (Lim, 2021). Several papers demonstrate the ability for knowledge spillovers in agricultural supply chains to generate innovations “in the air” in the
words of Marshall (1890) such as Reardon et al. (2019) and Zilberman et al. (2019). In particular,
I argue that these patterns can be rationalized by the large fixed costs required to establish agricultural supply chains, which are driven by both internal and external economies of scale. Although
I am not the first to observe that these intermediaries may have large fixed costs to establish4 , I
am the first to estimate these internal as well as external economies of scale for agricultural supply
chains. In this sense, my work touches on papers studying industries with potential national external economies (Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg, 2010 and Kucheryavyy et al., 2016), and work
estimating external economies of scale in other (primarily manufacturing) sectors (Bartelme et al.,
2019). If external economies of scale exist for certain agricultural supply chains, this literature establishes a theoretical basis for government policy to encourage additional clusters. Such policies
may include subsidizing the costs of entry for agroexporters, improving infrastructure – particularly the infrastructure that facilitates international trade such as large ports (Ganapati et al., 2021),
or negotiating for the removal of non tariff barriers to entry in agricultural exporting.
In studying the persistence of fixed investments, I touch upon the literature examining long run
persistence in equilibrium outcomes stemming from differing initial conditions such as Bleakley
and Lin (2012) and Bleakley and Lin (2015). Such work has argued for the importance of historical factors in path dependence of production, rather than innate natural factors (Lin and Rauch,
2020). In recent work, Allen and Donaldson (2020) develop a spatial model that features path
dependence and characterize parameters required for the uniqueness of steady-state equilibria and
provide bounds on steady-state welfare. Similarly, a number of recent papers provide existence
and uniqueness for equilibria in similar models with increasing returns to scale (such as de Gortari, 2020 and Kucheryavyy et al., 2021, although the latter makes similar assumptions for the
agricultural sector as Krugman, 1991).
On the methodological side, my paper stems from a number of recent papers studying trade and
agriculture, particularly how trade affects local crop allocations, such as Bergquist et al. (2019),
Donaldson (2018), Fajgelbaum and Redding (2022), and Sotelo (2020). In particular, my two-tier
production function over crop varieties and input levels is similiar to that featured in Farrokhi and
4 For instance, Bergquist and Dinerstein (2020) examine agricultural markets in Kenya and observe that traders
earn medium markups of 39% percent. Using experimental variation in a subsidy paid to induce entry of new traders
(ranging from 49 to 148 US dollars), Bergquist and Dinerstein (2020) develop a model that rationalizes their low
takeup of entry subsidies, which they conclude comes from relatively high fixed costs to entry into these markets.
In examining the distribution of traders in their sample, they conclude that the largest ones have the biggest impacts
on consumer welfare, and that effective competition policies must target the larger, much more profitable agents in
agricultural value chains. In this paper, I focus my attention on the largest actors in agricultural value chains (such as
exporters and processors). In doing so, I estimate the fixed costs for large agricultural supply chains, which would be
more difficult to study experimentally than smaller traders.
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Pellegrina (2020). This work also relates to a number of recent papers studying the market power
of agriculture intermediaries in space. Chatterjee (2019) and Jung et al. (2021) study the market
power of intermediaries in relation to the spatial distance to the farms they source from, respectively in Indiana and India, both concluding distance plays a major role in markdowns. Dhingra
and Tenreyro (2020) examine the shift to agricultural-value-chain-oriented production in India, and
find that farmers selling to such intermediaries saw larger declines in income than those not selling to such firms. Examining intermediaries in non-agricultural settings, Grant and Startz (2021)
conclude that chains of intermediaries arise due to economies of scale in trade costs, and concludes that intermediary entry may benefit consumers through increased competition and gains
from variety. Domı́nguez-Iino (2022) studies the consequences of potential emissions regulations
on agriculture in a setting featuring agricultural value chains with market power in South America. Despite using a similar framework, the primary question is quite different and examines the
interplay between agrointermediaries, trade, and envrionmental outcomes such as deforestation.
Although Domı́nguez-Iino (2022) considers an extension with entry costs of intermediaries, the
main results ignore the possibility of entry and does not attempt to estimate them. In contrast,
my model aims more explicitly at understanding the role of intermediaries in affecting the spatial
distribution of agriculture, and attempts to estimate entry costs directly.
The most related work is by Zavala (2022), which documents the low share of revenue farmers
in developing countries receive relative to agrointermediaries. The paper uses a similar production
structure to microfound market power in firms that source crops from smallholders, and assumes
that farms can shift between intermediates anywhere with a certain elasticity of substitution, subject
to receiving a lower (trade cost adjusted) farm gate price. In my context and based on motivating
statistics I present in 3.2, I note that farms by and large only supply nearby intermediaries, despite
fairly low estimated costs of trade in my context. In contrast, I assume that while firms have market
power in sourcing within their local region, they necessarily must have such market power in order
to cover their large fixed costs of entry. These fixed costs simulatenously generate the need to pay
markdowns on input costs as well as generate increasing returns to scale in agricultural value chain
production. These fixed costs prohibit the entry of AGVC firms elsewhere, particularly in smaller
regions. Therefore, relative to the work of Zavala (2022), my paper concludes that subsidizing the
entry of agricultural supply chains at the regional level is key to increasing farmer income, rather
than the entrance of fair-trade constrained firms, since very few regions feature AGVCs for a given
crop, as I note in section 3.1.
My paper also speaks to the literature examining the effect of distance on agricultural production decisions (such as Pellegrina, 2020), and seeks to disentangle the effects of agricultural
supply chain presence from trade costs on production decisions in a quantitative model. For instance, Gáfaro and Pellegrina (2022) conclude that larger farms that are closer to urban areas are
7

more productive, and more likely to sell in non-local markets (possibly through AGVCs, although
this is not modeled explicitly), and develop a quantitative spatial model which can accomodate
these two stylized facts. The authors find that removing geographic barriers to farm participation
may raise output by 14%. However, although the authors examine similar stylized facts to my
work, Gáfaro and Pellegrina (2022) assume that these barriers arise from farm level fixed costs,
and not from fixed costs in intermediary entry, as I argue. My estimates of the farm level agricultural production function in Section 6 suggest that fixed costs operate at the intermediary level,
where I find that farms producing most crops display constant or decreasing returns to scale. In
the same context of Mexico, Rivera-Padilla (2020) argues that lowering trade costs would lead
farmers to shift their production from staple crops such as maize to cash crops. I argue instead that
connections to AGVCs are crucial to sell cash crops in larger domestic and international markets,
but that AGVCs choose to site in locations correlated with good market access, which feature low
trade costs. In my model, I am able to distinguish the importance of agricultural supply chains and
trade costs, which is difficult otherwise given the endogeneous location decisions of supply chains.
My paper also relates to work studying the low productivity in agriculture in developing countries such as Rao (1993), Tombe (2015), Gollin et al. (2014). In particular, the recent work of
Adamopoulos and Restuccia (2021) concludes that cross country differences in agricultural productivities are not driven by differences in land suitabilities across countries, as measured by the
FAO GAEZ project. Instead, they conclude that aggregate yield gaps between rich and poor countries would be reversed if areas could easily change crops to ones that have the highest value yields,
and that spatial reallocation of crop production would raise agricultural productivity particularly
in low income countries. In this work, I highlight some of the barriers to such a theoretically optimal spatial reallocation of crop production. A large body of work also examines the effects of
participation in AGVCs on smallholders in developing countries, including Bellemare and Bloem
(2018), de Janvry and Sadoulet (2019), Lence (2016), Meemken and Bellemare (2020), and Nuhu
et al. (2021). In studying the effects that firms (often multinational firms) have on their suppliers,
my work relates to work such as Alfaro-Ureña et al. (2021).
Finally, in studying the role of international agricultural trade and climate change, my work
also relates to the work of Costinot et al. (2016) and Gouel and Laborde (2021), both of whom find
a large role that crop choice can play in mitigating damages due to climate change. The work of
Nath (2022) studies the effect of a changing climate on both agricultural production and demand
in a world with trade. Relative to these papers, my work suggests that spatially fixed investments
in agricultural value chains limit the ability for crop choice (and trade) to mitigate such damages,
particularly in countries and regions where agricultural value chains are most prevalent.
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3

Data and Descriptive Statistics

3.1

Data Sources

A necessary input to understanding the dynamics between farms and agrointermediary firms (henceforth, firms) is knowledge of the structure of agricultural supply chains, which can often vary by
crop (i.e. many packing facilities process only one commodity, and certain inputs are suitable only
for one crop). This can be difficult with standard firm and agricultural censuses. For instance, most
agricultural censuses detail input decisions, crop choice, and sales behavior, but do not contain any
information on the intermediaries who buy farmers’ output. Likewise, agricultural processing and
packing firms can be found in firm censuses, but information on the sourcing of inputs, input
prices, and even which crop a firm is exporting can be lacking, depending on the detail of the
firm censuses5 . I integrate several sources of information to document how these farms and firms
interacts.
Setting
I focus on agricultural production and trade in Mexico, with a particular focus on trade between
Mexico and the United States. In particular, for many crops, markets between Mexico and the
United States are well integrated – the lack of tariff barriers due to the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), close proximity, and good infrastructure mean that fresh produce can be
readily supplied across the border. Many of the large agroexporters in Mexico are headquartered
in the United States (most commonly in the border states of Arizona, California, and Texas), and
some rely on Mexico’s differences in seasonality to supply the American market when it cannot
produce during the winter6 . Perhaps due to the size of both the Mexican and American markets,
agricultural global value chains originating within Mexico are relatively shorter than other Latin
American countries, and include fewer other partner countries. For instance, Lim (2021) finds that
the share of the value of Mexican exports that comes from foreign imported input) plus the Mexican
value added in partner exports as a share of total Mexican exports in food and agriculture was only
19.6% in 2013, relative to a median of 30.5% in all other countries during the period of 1991-2015
7 . As a share of total employment within the entire agri-food system (which includes agriculture,
non-food agriculture, and food processing and distribution), agriculture comprises roughly 50%
of employment, which places Mexico as an “emerging” country: agriculture comprises a smaller
5 An

added difficulty is that at times industry classifications such as NAICS do not provide sufficient detail to
determine which firms act as packing and exporting firms. For instance, among the lists SENASICA reports for
Avocado, Coffee, Mango, and Wheat packing firms with certification to export, packing firms can be found in five
separate NAICS 3 (also 2) digit codes: 115, 311, 431, 461, and 493.
6 While the United States is a net exporter of food during most of the year, during the winter it is a net importer.
7 This information was provided by Lim (2021), who defines the above statistic as “AGVC participation”, and finds
that Mexico’s AGVC participation rate went from 13.3% in 1990, to 15.8% in 2000, to 18.9% in 2010.
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share of employment than most developing countries where agriculture directly involves roughly
90% of employment, but a much higher share than the United States (roughly 15% of total agrifood employment) (Ambikapathi et al., 2022).
Information on agroexporters, processors, and firms in the agricultural value chain
To make progress on this front, I obtain information on agroexporters for a wide range of crops
from various editions of the Mexican Agricultural Exporter Directory put together by the Secretary
of Agriculture and Rural Development (Secretarı́a de Agricultura y Desarrollo Rural, SADER).
The exporter directory details the crops a firm produces, the location by state, the destinations a
firm exports to, as well as the certifications it has obtained. The directory is conducted on roughly
a biennial basis, allowing for inference of when a given firm started exporting a given crop. To
validate this source of data, I exploit phytosanitary rules for certain crops which require farms and
downstream plants wishing to sell their output to register with a national agency in charge of phytosanitary regulation (also known as a national plant protection organization). The Mexican National Service of Food Sanitation, Safety, and Quality (Servicio Nacional de Sanidad, Inocuidad y
Calidad Agroalimentaria, SENASICA) regularly publishes the currently approved Mexican farms
and processing facilities for several crops for which phytosanitary regulations require certification.
I find that for matching years, both of these data sources have almost a complete match, assuring
me of the accuracy of the Mexican Agricultural Exporter Directory.
I can then link the plants of processing facilities and agroexporters to the Mexican firm censuses
(Censos Económicos) based on name and address information8 . This allows me to obtain standard
firm measures such as headcount, capital stock, revenue, and the first year of operation, as well as
information on the exporting status of individual plants9 .
Agricultural microdata
To understand detailed patterns of crop production across space, I rely on the 1991 and 2007
Agricultural Census (Censo Agrı́cola) provided by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI, or Instituto Nacional de Estadı́stica y Geografı́a). The Agricultural Census reports
standard measures of input choice and outputs, as well as sales characteristics of farms, such as
whether a farm unit contracts with firms in AGVCs or exports. Crucially, the Agricultural Census reports the universe of farm units within Mexico. The agricultural census does not provide
information on the prices farmers receive for their output nor their input costs. To link farms with
information about their input costs, I rely on the national agricultural survey (Encuesta Nacional
8 I find the plants for each firm listed in the Agricultural Exporter directory by searching for the name of the firm
in the National Statistical Directory of Economic Units (Directorio Estadı́stica Nacional de Unidades Económicos, or
DENUE). In doing so, I assume that the plants bear the same name as the company listed in the directory, and not that
of a shell corporation.
9 The firm censuses are conducted in all localities with a population of more than 2500 every 5 years (i.e. 1989,
1994, 1999, 2004, 2009, 2014, 2019)
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Agropecuaria, ENA), which provides information regarding crop choice, input decisions, prices,
production, and sales at the farm level10 .
Land use
I supplement this fine-grained production survey with aggregate yearly agricultural production
data from the Service of Agrofood and Fisheries Information (Servicio de Información Agroalimentaria y Pesquera, or SIAP) which supplies data on crop production at the municipality level
from 2003-202111 .
Agricultural suitability
I use two distinct sources of information regarding agronomic and ecological crop suitabilities.
The more commonly used source is the FAO Global Agro-Ecological Zones (GAEZ) database
(Fischer et al., 2021), which provides productivity information on 29 separate crops at a 5 arcminute worldwide grid. To supplement this source of data for crops that the GAEZ database does
not cover (most speciality crops such as avocados and mangoes), I use the FAO EcoCrop database
(Hijmans et al., 2001) to provide information on crop growing requirements as well as gridded
products for temperature, rainfall, soil conditions, and other variables. I describe the creation of
these suitability indices in online appendix (section B).
US-Mexico data
In some simulations, I analyze the role of US-Mexico agricultural trade. To do so, I use information from the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Farm Service Agency on county level
crop acreage data. I produce a correspondence table to link these data, SIAP data, and agricultural
production found in the Mexican Agricultural Census. I also obtain information on the main border
and sea ports for agricultural trade between the US and Mexico from the US Census Bureau and
the Mexican Secretariat of Communications and Transport.

3.2

Descriptive statistics

Using these sources of data, I produce a number of statistics regarding the characteristics of
AGVCs and farms, effects of AGVCs on upstream farms nearby to them, the placement of agricultural value chains in space, and the difficulties farmers encounter in trying to export their crops
– either the regulations required to export or the role of distance in determining who can sell to
AGVCs.
Observation 1. Firms wishing to export need to sell to concentrated agroexport sector
The first observation I make is the large imbalance between the number of farms and the number of agroexporters in Mexico, so that any farm wishing to export their output to international
10 The
11 In

ENA is available in 2012, 2014, 2017 and 2019, and is statistically representative at the crop and state level.
addition, SIAP provides the same agricultural production information at the state level going back to 1980.
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markets will almost certainly need to do so through an agroexporting firm. I report the summary
statistics for farms and firms in my sample in Table 1 below.
From the 2007 Agricultural Census, in total there are 5,548,845 farm units. Of this, only
73,334 farm units contract directly with commercial buyers, but having a explicit contract is not
necessary to sell to agroexporters12 . Farms that fulfill the necessary prerequisites are allowed to
export directly, but this is relatively uncommon – I observe that only 827 farms export directly to
foreign markets.
In 2007 (the year of the agricultural census as detailed below), I obtain a list of 649 agroexporting firms operating in Mexico, with 754 separate plants in total based upon the agroexporter
directory. Examining the share of municipality-crop observations with operating exporting firms
(there are 2439 municipalities and 157 crops in my sample, so 382,923 municipality-crop pairs
in total), there are less than 0.12% of observations with an operating packer, and only 7.7% of
metropolitan area-crop pairs13 contain an operating packer. This implies that even aggregating up
to larger geographic unit, farmers producing most crops will not have access to an agroexporter.
Table 1: Summary statistics for farms and agroexporters
Farms

Agroexporting
Firms
Share of farms with
access to agroexporter

Number (#)
of farms
5,548,845
# of agroexporting
plants
754
In same mun.
0.12

# of farms contracting
directly w/ buyers
73,334
# of agroexporting
firms
649
In neighbor mun.
0.77

Number (#) of farms
exporting directly
827
# of municipalities
w/ an agroexporter
122
In metropolitan area
7.66

Data on farms comes the 2007 Agricultural Census at the crop-farm level. Agroexporter data from SADER,
restricting to firms that were operating in 2007.

Observation 2. Increasing returns to scale in agricultural exporting may come from both
internal and external economies of scale
The reasons that drive agricultural supply chains to cluster in certain locations may be explained by the role of fixed costs in establishing supply chains, wherein only the largest, most
productive areas will be able to bear those costs. These fixed costs come from both internal and
external economies of scale. The observation that firms may cluster around specific locations to
take advantage of external economies of scale dates back to Marshall (1890), who argued that these
may arise from 1) access to a common labor market and infrastructure, 2) lower transportation and
transaction costs along the supply chain, and 3) economies from knowledge spillovers. Although
12 In some crops such as avocados, contracting is relatively uncommon, and fruit is purchased directly in spot
markets, whereby afterwards it is immediately harvested and shipped.
13 I define my 75 metropolitan areas in section A.5.
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there is extensive work documenting the importance of these factors (e.g. Ganapati et al., 2021,
Gáfaro and Pellegrina, 2022, and Zilberman et al., 2019), quantifying the importance of external
economies of scale in agriculture remains elusive (see (Bartelme et al., 2019) for estimates of other
sectors). Yet, there is suggestive evidence that external economies of scale in agricultural production may be large. For instance, in order to export avocados to the US, a region in Mexico must
petition both the USDA and SENASICA for export approval. This entails the creation of a USDA
inspection station in the area, which surveys every farm in a municipality on a semi-annual basis,
and strict sourcing requirements to ensure exports are only sourced from USDA approved regions.
In these productive regions, local extension agents provide information to eligible farmers on how
to meet phytosanitary requirements, and local growers associations have been established to ensure
uniform compliance with these rules, which need to be met by all farmers.
However, the fixed costs of entry for a region also come from the internal economies of scale
needed to establish an agroexporting firm. This may come from a number of sources, such as the
need to establish initial relationships with farms, construct a manufacturing facility, and purchase
machinery. Fortunately, these costs are observable in firm balance sheets. Although these internal
economies of scale may well be smaller than external economies of scale, in Appendix Figure 1 I
present suggestive evidence towards the size of internal fixed costs by crop, wherein I sum up the
“active fixed costs” of all agroexporters producing a crop and average this across regions. Although
the size of the average total fixed costs will depend on the number of firms producing a crop as
well as the size of each firms total fixed costs, this provides suggestive evidence that these internal
fixed costs are larger for certain crops, such as avocados, cucumbers, and mangoes.
Observation 3. Areas nearby agroexporters have higher shares of land allocated to the crop
exported by those firms
I draw from information on downstream firm locations from the Mexican Agroexporters Directory to understand the association between the presence of a downstream firm within a region
and the share of land allocated to the production of the crop that downstream firm sells. In table
1, I alternatively regress the share of arable land within a municipality or an individual farm unit
dedicated to a given crop on the presence of a downstream firm dedicated to the export of that same
crop.
In column (1), I find a large association between the two – municipalities where an exporting
firm is present have a higher land share of that crop by 6 percentage points at the intensive margin.
These associations between packer presence and land share diminish as the location of the packing
plant gets further away – packer presence in a neighboring municipality is associated with a 3.1
percentage point (p.p.) higher land share, and packer presence in the broader metropolitan commuting zone is associated with a 2.9 percentage point higher land share. Comparing this against
a measure of rainfed agricultural suitability combining FAO GAEZ and Ecocrop measures, I find
13

Figure 1: Estimates of total internal EoS for agroexporters by crop

Fixed cost estimates are the sum of all “active fixed costs” for a given crop across all agroexporters in a given region,
averaged across producing regions. Agroexporter and crop information from SADER, fixed cost data comes from the
2009, 2014, and 2019 Economic Census.

in column (1) that a movement from zero suitability to full suitability in a given crop at the municipality level is associated with a 0.7p.p. higher land share of that crop, a small but significant
association. Comparing the relative influence of all of these factors in a horserace, the association between various measures of packer/exporter presence and land share is stronger than that of
suitabilility and land share, and the (combined) coefficient(s) on packer presence is (are) approximately nine (eighteen) times larger than that of suitability. In column (2), I re-examine this pattern
for crops with larger than median phytosanitary regulations (crops with more than 7 lines of regulations in the US Code of Federal Regulations for imports) and find that both packer presence and
suitability are relatively more important in explaining land share at the intensive margin, although
their relative coefficients are similar. When I examine the effect of packer presence and suitability
at the intensive and extensive margin in column (3), where I fill in for zero land shares to obtain
observations for every crop-municipality-year triple, I find that the importance of packer presence
decreases by 35% relative to column (1), although the coefficient on land suitability decreases
by 78% vis-a-vis column (1), and although statistically significant from zero, quite close to zero.
I take this to indicate that these suitability measures are not that informative towards explaining
production patterns at the extensive margin at the municipality/regional level.
In columns (4) and (5), I show that a similar relationship holds even at the farm level, where
I regress the share of land a farm unit allocates to a given crop on indicators on indicators for the
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Table 1: Relationship between crop land share and presence of downstream plant specializing in it
Dependent variable:
Crop share of land

Municipality level
(1)
(2)
(3)
(Intensive margin)
(Int. marg.)
(Extensive+Int.)

Farm level
(4)
(5)
(Int. marg.)
(Ext.+Int.)

Mun. has crop exporter

0.0606
(0.00264)

0.0985
(0.00494)

0.0393
(0.00142)

0.167
(0.00201)

0.137
(0.000819)

Neighbor mun. has exporter

0.0310
(0.00128)

0.0495
(0.00213)

0.0140
(0.000374)

0.0858
(0.00158)

-0.00331
(0.000502)

Metro. area has exporter

0.0287
(0.000832)

0.00798
(0.000931)

0.00397
(0.0000978)

0.0524
(0.000779)

0.144
(0.000242)

Rainfed suitability ∈ [0, 1]

0.00676
(0.00118)

0.0127
(0.00171)

0.00149
(0.0000880)

-0.00362
(0.000630)

0.847
(0.000466)

X
X
SIAP
Full, 151 crops
416,809

X
X
SIAP
Hi. SPS crops
109,008

X
X
SIAP
Full
5,030,288

X
X
CA-2007
Full
4,792,134

X
X
CA-2007
Top 17 crops
58,367,154

Municipality-Year* FE
Crop-Year* FE
Data source
Sample
N

Data in columns (1),(2), & (3) is regional land share from SIAP at the crop-year-municipality level from 2003-2021
for 151 crops. Data in columns (4) and (5) is farm land share from the 2007 Agricultural Census at the crop-farm
level, and municipality-year and crop-year fixed effects here are simply municipality and crop fixed effects.
Packers/exporter data from SADER, suitabilities from FAO GAEZ/EcoCrop. Column (3) restricts to high
phytosanitary strictness crops; crops w/ > 7 lines in the US Code of Federal Regulations. Columns (3) and (5) fill in
zeros for crops with zero production. Column (5) includes the 17 largest crops in terms of hectares planted due to
computer memory restrictions. Standard errors in columns (4) and (5) clustered at the municipality-crop level.

presence of downstream firms within a region. I find a largely similar pattern in column (4) to that
observed at the regional level, that having a packer within one’s municipality is associated with a
roughly 16p.p. higher share of the land of a farm unit dedicated to that crop at the intensive margin.
This effect dissipates the further a agroexporter is away from a farm, roughly a 3 times smaller
association if the agroexporter is simply located in the same region versus the same municipality.
In these regressions, the coefficient on land suitability is even smaller than at the regional level at
the intensive margin. The coefficient bears an unexpected negative sign, although the coefficient
is small and close to zero, despite being statistically significant. In column (5), I fill in for zeros
in farm level land shares dedicated to a given crop to obtain observations for every crop-farm pair
to examine the effects of firm presence on both the intensive and extensive margins. Given the
number of farms (more than 5 million), in order to run this on INEGI’s servers without hitting
computer memory constraints, I am forced to limit the sample to the top 17 crops in terms of
country level production value, which results in more than 58 million observations. Similar to
the regressions at the regional level, I find that the coefficient on agroexporter presence decreases
by 18% when considering the extensive margin in column (5) relative to column (4), however
the coefficient on the presence of an agroexporter present at the metropolitan area level triples
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relative to column (4). Interestingly, the coefficient on rainfed suitability in this specification is
now larger than the combined effects of agroexporter presence at various levels of aggregation: for
instance, on average, a fully suitable farm for a given crop would allocate 85p.p. of its land to that
crop, whereas a farm with an agroexporter in both its municipality, neighboring municipality, and
metropolitan area would on average allocate 28p.p. of its land to that crop. This suggests that at the
extensive margin at the farm level, suitability is roughly three times more important than packer
presence. Therefore, suitability is very important in the farmer’s decision of what to plant and
these measures likely reflect some observable signal and not simply noise, but when considering
how much to plant – suitability is almost irrelevant, and the presence of an agroexporter whom the
farmer can sell to (and subsequently receive potentially higher prices from) is far more important.
This may explain the results at the municipality level – although suitability is important to farmers,
the lack of an effect of suitability at their intensive margin may imply that when aggregating and
averaging, the observed effect of suitability is much smaller.
In appendix table A.2, I also show that there is a strong relationship between packer presence
and the probability that the farm grows only a single crop, which relates to the narrative that these
value chains contribute to monoculture agriculture.
Observation 4. Production clusters do not systematically display higher yields or land suitabilities
A frequent argument for the existence of clusters of specialized crop production is that there
are only a number of locations that are ideally suited for the production of a given crop. Indeed,
when one examines plots of agricultural suitability, such specialized areas are often located in high
suitability regions, and potential suitabilities for crops are unequally distributed across and within
countries. However, when limiting to areas within a given country that currently produce a given
crop (i.e. conditioning on non-zero production), areas with more intensive production of that crop
often do not feature higher agricultural suitabilities (or average yields) than areas that produce
that crop with less intensity14 . To conclude this, I develop a procedure to identify geographically
distinct production clusters using only information on hectares planted of each crop across 104
crops in Mexico (and the United States). I describe this procedure in more detail in Appendix
Section A.6.
I can then further arrange all production clusters in accordance with their relative size (measured in terms of the number of hectares planted of their respective crop) within each country, and
then compare their percentile in their size distribution to their percentile in their crop specific yield,
14 My

finding that clusters are not systematically located in the highest suitability regions is not necessarily inconsistent with the findings of Costinot and Donaldson (2012), particularly because I examine a much larger sample of
crops, as well as my focus on production at the sub-country level, rather than production summed up to the country
level from all gridded units of land.
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suitability, or farm TFP distribution15 . I report these results in Figure 1, where I plot on the x-axis
the position of each crop-cluster in their size distribution, and on the y-axis the position of each
crop-cluster in the variable of interest. Across all variables, I find a relatively weak relationship
between cluster size and various measures of productivity, with no regression exceeding an R2 of
above 50 percent, with many crop clusters located at the top-left (small, productive clusters) and
bottom-right quadrants (large, unproductive clusters) of the figures. I find a relatively weak association between relative cluster size and their relative suitablity within Mexico, with a R2 of below 6
percent. In contrast, the association between relative cluster size and their relative suitablity within
the United States is much stronger, indicating frictions to Ricardian specialization in Mexico not
present in the US. Likewise, I find a relatively weak association between cluster size and yields in
Mexico, but a slightly stronger one between cluster size and average farm level TFP.
There are several reasons for why suitability may not be a strong influence for cluster location
in Mexico as well as some quick concerns that can easily be ruled out. For instance, I find that
the concern that some crops are not located in the right tail of the suitability (or yield) distribution
because other, more suitable, crops are crowding them out is largely not true. For each of the
largest clusters, I run an algorithm to determine whether all of the production that happens in a
cluster could be moved to an area that would be more suitable (or have higher yields, etc.) without
displacing production of more suitable crops in that region nor displacing another large cluster of
another crop. I find that in 96 of the 104 total crops, I am able to perform such a rearrangment of
production so that the cluster moves to the most suitable region. This results in an average 49.5
percentage point increase in the empirical suitability distribution for the largest crop cluster16 .
The arguably most important explanation is that top agricultural clusters are driven by the
locations of firms in the agricultural chain (which I demonstrate in Section 4), who choose where
to enter on a number of factors. Although firms such as agroprocessors take factors such as crop
suitability into account, they also consider the market access of the potential location, such as the
effective distance their products must travel to markets, the degree to which an area will be able to
supply their input, or competitive forces such as the presence of other firms in the value chain17 .
Another explanation is that agricultural indices such as those produced by the FAO GAEZ
project fail to fully account for adaptive investments undertaken by farms, particularly those in
productive regions, to improve the suitability of the lands they cultivate. I attempt to mitigate this
15 I

describe the estimation of farm level TFP in section 6. Farm level TFP is averaged across all crop-producing
farms in a municipality for a given crop.
16 Upon examining the shifts in production necessary to achieve these results, 74 come from moving to a farther
away region, and the remaining 22 come from reallocating production to more productive municipalities within the
same cluster.
17 This finding is echoed by other work such as Wantchekon and Stanig (2015), who find poorer districts in Africa
have higher soil suitabilities, but worse transport infrastructure, and suggest that investments are lower in places with
more abundant suitability.
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Figure 1: Correlation between size of cluster and cluster suitability, yields, and TFPs

(a) Size and suitability in Mex.

(b) Size and suitability in US

(c) Size and yield in Mexico

(d) Size and TFP in Mexico

concern by using the suitability indices from GAEZ that correspond to high levels of intermediate
input usage, the use of C02 fertilization, and irrigation, as well as construct FAO EcoCrop indices
that relax some of the constraints on rain and soil suitability, assuming that these can be mitigated
through irrigation and input use respectively. These indices corrected for high input usage generate the main results. Perhaps farmers can adapt to poor measured suitability in ways beyond
those modeled by these indices18 . That said, I believe these indices to be reasonably informative,
especially given their importance in explaining crop planting decisions at the extensive margin at
18 Another potential issue with the GAEZ indices is that they suffer from measurement error, where in some countries

potential yields are lower than actually reported yields (Rattalino Edreira et al., 2021). However, these potentially more
precise measures such as those provided by the Global Yield Gap Atlas lack the geographical and crop coverage that
GAEZ and EcoCrop provide.
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the farm level as shown in Column (5) of Table 1. Furthermore, both the indices I generate from
EcoCrop and the expert generated ones from GAEZ yield similar results for the crops where both
indices are available.
Observation 5. Many farmers report that export rules are significant barriers to external
sales Despite the observed patterns in suitability for export clusters, nonetheless some areas produce far more than other areas. One potential explanation for these patterns is that these clusters
arise due to the necessity of downstream plants in agricultural value chain production. These firms
are necessary to fulfill certain phytosanitary norms such as specific treatments, provide knowledge
of other technical barriers to farmers, and to invest in marketing of domestic agricultural products
abroad.
As evidence of this, in self-reported survey data, many farmers report difficulties to exporting,
either in terms of a lack of knowledge of export rules or difficulties in fulfilling phytosanitary (SPS)
or technical barriers to trade (TBT). In figure 2, I show the share of farms reporting difficulties in
exporting due to SPS and TBT guidelines. On average, 11.1% of farmers report difficulties in
selling their crops due to a lack of knowledge of export rules. However, this hides a considerable
amount of heterogeneity in the strictness of phytosanitary and TBT guidelines across crops – only
5% of farm units growing soy report having difficulties exporting due to SPS and TBT guidelines, whereas 42% of farm units producing raspberries report the same. Of course, these survey
measures may underestimate the degree to which TBT and SPS regulations prevent farmers from
exporting – if farms cannot find buyers for their crops, they would likely report that as their main
difficulty in selling abroad, even if the sparsity of buyers is driven partially by these regulations.
In selected interviews with farmers, many farmers growing high-value crops such as avocados
have identified these restrictions as crucial to their difficulties, particularly those from the United
States. One avocado producer in the Valle de Atilxco, in the state of Puebla, when asked why they
only supplied the regional market, responded: “As producers, we consider ourselves as not having
the conditions to be able to export, even less to the United States, our neighbors to the north, who
are very, very strict about the products that enter their country”.
Such downstream firms require sufficient scale to export abroad, and therefore locate only in
regions with adequate capability to supply them. Likewise, the presence of firms that are exporting
abroad or sell to domestic centers of demand induces farms to produce crops that the firms demand,
since the farms will receive higher prices than what they would receive locally.
Observation 6. The majority of exporting farms are in close proximity to packing facilities
In Figure 3, using data from mango producers19 , I display the distances between farms which
export, and the packing firms they are required to sell to in order to export. Half of farms are
19 In

future revisions, I will calculate this for a much larger sample of farms, using farm-to-firm-to-firm trade data
obtained via the National Platform of Transparency.
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Figure 2: Share of farm units reporting difficulties due to phyosantitary rules and technical barriers
to trade
located nearby (i.e. within 25km) packing plants, and more than 90% are located within 75km of
such plants. Only the largest farms are able to overcome these distances and continue exporting,
leaving out smallholder farmers from receiving higher export prices in regions that do not feature
downstream (export certified) firms.

Figure 3: Distances between exporting farms and the nearest packing firm
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3.3

Modeling implications

Observation 1. suggests that regions in many areas of Mexico do feature agroexporters, and therefore the model should rationalize that only some areas will have these agricultural supply chains
for a given crop. Observation 2. suggests that the sunk costs of entry for agricultural supply chains
may be quite large and thus the model should feature sunk costs, but also that external economies of
scale matter and the model should feature a way to estimate both internal and external economies
of scale. This observation also suggests that firms will need to have market power in input markets
in order to cover their fixed costs. Observation 3. suggests that areas in which AGVCs are present
have much higher shares of land allocated to production of that crop, and highlights the need to
have a production structure which can justify the importance of suitability at the farm level, and
its diminished importance at the regional level. Observation 4. suggests that suitability measures
alone will not capture clustering patterns, and thus the model needs to incorporate more than just a
productivity residual to capture the determininants of spatial agricultural locations. Observation 5.
suggests that input costs may be much higher for farms that are exporting, but also that exporting
firms are critical in lessening barriers to exporting, as many farms cannot overcome these barriers
alone. Finally, observation 6 suggests that the size of the area of influence of agroexporters should
be sufficiently small, as most exporting farms are located within 100 kilometers of the nearest
agroexporting firm.

4

Event study: do packers attract crop production or viceversa?

A question that arises when examining the role that packing and agroexporting firms play in regional development is whether such firms enable farmers to realize higher prices and spur shifts
toward export-oriented crops or whether those regions were already productive and oriented towards specialized crops, spurring the entry of such firms. To disentangle these factors, I analyze an
event study design where I look of the effect of opening the first exporting firm in a given region
that is known to be producing a certain crop. The plausible exogeneity that I rely upon is the uncertainty of receiving export approval from the United States, where more than 80% of agricultural
exports are destined for. According to import permit information obtained from the USDA Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) through a Freedom of Information Act Request, the
vast majority of requests are processed relatively quickly, with a median response time of 20 days.
That said, some requests take much longer, with the 90% percentile response time of 3 months,
and a maximum response time of 1365 days.
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I match agroprocessors in the lists provided by SENASICA20 and SADER to the National
Statistical Directory of Economic Units (DENUE) through a fuzzy matching procedure based on
names and addresses, a process which yields 277 matched firms and 393 unmatched firms21 . Part
of this low match rate may be driven by that the DENUE only covers firms located in localities
larger than 2500 inhabitants, so some firms may be missing in the directory22 . Another reason may
be that the name of the agroprocessor differs from the name of the corporate entity listed in the
DENUE. From those firms listed in the DENUE, I can match them to listings in the 2019 Economic
Census following a standard procedure using correspondences provided by INEGI. The Economic
Census provides information on when the firm was first founded, which I use to calculate when the
first processor opened in a municipality for a certain crop23 . Of course, firm exit may mean that a
processor has opened a crop line in a given municipality before I observe the “first” processor in
my data opening, so my results can best be interpreted as the effect of the first surviving processor
opening in a given municipality.
To begin, I start by a difference-in-difference design using (three-way) fixed effects for crops,
years, and municipalities. I examine separately the effect of having the first processor open on the
outcomes listed above. Given the recent challenges to two (and, similarly, three)-way fixed effect
(TWFE) designs in economics, I implement my results examining the average treatment effect on
the treated of opening the first plant in a municipality using the estimator developed by Borusyak
et al. (2021).
In Figures 4(a) - 4(d), I present my results using this estimator in an event study design, where
I examine the effect of opening the first processor in a given municipality-crop pair on the subsequent municipality level performance of that crop. I do so while including year, municipality, and
crop fixed effects to avoid the need to control for, say time-invariant characteristics of municipalities which may have contributed to their crop mix and export behavior. Here, my outcomes of
interest are the share of arable land in the municipality dedicated to that crop, the hectares planted
of that crop (in logs), and the value and quantity produced of the crop (also in logs). In these
results for all variables, I observe insignificant, and close to zero effects on outcomes prior to plant
openings, and significant increases in regional level production afterwards, with increasing effects
over time. This suggests that these processors have large and increasing effects that do not fade
20 The lists provided by SENASICA at times list both domestic and export oriented packing plants, unlike the
SADER directory. As of writing, I use the SENASICA directory to provide information on Avocado, Coffee, Mango,
and Wheat processors.
21 I am currently working to manually match firms in an effort to improve this match rate, in addition to conducting
a firm level survey to determine when firms started producing/exporting each individual crop
22 The DENUE also covers all firms located in cities that are the seat of the municipality, or those found in localities
designated to by “economic localities”, such as industrial parks.
23 There are many firms which process more than one crop – in these cases, I assume that the date of opening is the
same for all crops the firm processes, absent information on the individual production processes of each firm, pending
the ongoing survey collection.
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over time, with reasonable lags in their effects which may allow for farm supply to increasingly
come online, which may be expected for perennials which may take a number of years to bear
fruit.

(a) Land share

(b) Hectares planted (log)

(c) Quantity (log)

(d) Value (log)

Figure 4: Event study results
Of course, although in these regressions I control for year, municipality, and crop fixed effects,
some time varying characteristics that influence both packer presence and agricultural production
may be driving these effects, as my results do not entirely rule out an increasing trend over time.
To examine potential evidence against this, I run a placebo test where I falsely assign treatment of
having a packer open in different crops and years, holding fixed the set of treatment municipalities
(on the basis that these municipalities with processors may differ systematically from those who
do not). I also try to match the same underlying distribution of years (in terms of mean, standard
deviation, and min/max). I plot these results in appendix figures 14(i) - 14(l). Fortunately, in these
figures I see no evidence of an upward increasing trend after the date of entrance of the first (false)
packer, suggesting that trends in the underlying data are not driving my results.
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5

Theoretical framework

5.1

Setup and Preferences

Based on these observations and evidence, I develop a model which can rationalize the patterns
of clustering by incorporating specific features of agricultural value chains. The model features
internal and external trade without gravity, similar to several recent papers in the international
trade literature (Bergquist et al. (2019) and Sotelo (2020)). On the production side, I model a
joint decision where farmers decide which crop varieties to plant and whether they will produce
those crops with technology that enables them to be export eligible or not24 . At the same time,
crop-specific processing and packing firms (“downstream plants”) set prices paid to farmers25 ,
taking into account the localized aggregate elasticity of crop supply. This joint decision affects the
possibilities for agricultural trade: farmers can sell directly to domestic markets, or to downstream
plants, but cannot sell directly to international markets. Downstream plants can sell the crop output
in domestic and international markets, but their inputs (crops) must fulfill higher standards such as
stricter phytosanitary requirements.
Model Setup
The model aims to capture the aggregate implications of farm-to-firm linkages in agricultural
production and exporting. The model consists of several regions, where domestic regions within
Mexico are indexed as i ∈ M ≡ {1, . . . , I}26 , i ∈ US ≡ {I + 1, . . . I + J} refers to regions in the
United States27 , and i = F refers to the rest of the world (ROW), modeled as one region for simplicity. I let W ≡ M ∪ US ∪ {F} refer to the full set of regions (i.e. the world). Within domestic
regions M, each region i is classified as either urban (u) or rural (r), with the set of urban regions
(in Mexico) given by UM and rural regions RM , with M = UM ∪ RM . Each rural region is associated with an urban region, and the associated urban region is given by the function I denote by
U(i) for i ∈ R. I also define the set of rural regions associated with an urban region i ∈ U to be
R(i) : {n : U(n) = i}.
There are several goods in the model. The first goods are crops, each of which is assumed to
be homogenous and thus is not differentiated by origin, indexed by k ∈ K ≡ {1, . . . , K}. Each crop
k has a variety denoted by e ∈ {0, 1}, which refers to the export-eligiblity of the variety. I denote
e = 0 as non-export eligible varieties (crops grown with low phytosanitary standards) and e = 1 as
export eligible varieties (with high phytosanitary standards). Export eligible varieties, however, do
24 The

model features a concave PPF across crops and technology levels, similar to Farrokhi and Pellegrina (2020).
to recent work (Zavala, 2022), I assume that these firms have market power, but in contrast, I assume that
these firms use markdowns in order to cover the high fixed costs of entering export markets, which I estimate and
validate using firm microdata.
26 Regions may also be denoted n as destination regions.
27 Given my focus on Mexico, in some simulations I only present outcomes for Mexico.
25 Similar
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not have to be sold internationally, and will be demanded in domestic markets. Next, there is also
a general traded manufacturing good M. Finally, there are also different intermediate inputs used
in the production of each good k, {xk }k∈K , all of which are imported from abroad. The set of all
goods is referred to as G ≡ K ∪ {M} ∪ {xk }k∈K , and an individual good g ∈ G.
In rural regions i ∈ R, there are two types of agents. First, the representative consumer owns
land Hi and labor Li , and rents out both factors and purchases consumption goods in local markets.
The consumer supplies both land and labor inelastically, the former of which consists of a continR
uum of plots indexed by ℓ ∈ Ωi , with Hi = Ωi ℓ. Next, the representative farmer hires factors in
local markets, and sells their output either domestically or to downstream plants.
In urban regions i ∈ U, there are three types of agents. The representative urban consumer owns
only labor Li , which she rents out at the prevailing wage wi inelastically and purchases consumption
goods in local markets. The representative downstream plant buys crop inputs from farmers, hires
factors in local markets, and sells their output in domestic and international markets. Finally, there
are firms in the traded manufacturing sector which hire labor in local markets.
Trade
In the model, trade is costly, which is modeled using iceberg trade costs τni,g ≥ 1. The noarbitrage rule applies, which means that if a good is cheaper to source from elsewhere rather than
locally (inclusive of trade costs), consumers will source that good, lowering domestic prices to the
trade cost inclusive price of the import. Formally, let png be the price of good g ∈ G in home region
n. Then, for any potential sourcing region i, the price of g in region n will be png ≤ τni,g × pig , and
this will hold with equality if there is trade of good g from region i to region n. Finally, Mexico
is presumed to be “small” in the sense that it is a price taker, that is, it imports and exports at
exogenously given goods prices pW g .
Preferences
The representative consumer consumes two main aggregates in the upper tier: agricultural
goods and manufactured goods. They have preferences over these aggregates which are CobbDouglas with expenditure shares ζ for agricultural consumption and (1 − ζ) manufacturing consumption, with ζ ∈ [0, 1]. In the middle tier for agriculture, consumers consume agriculture as a
constant elasticity (CES) aggregate of individual crops k. Consumers have an elasticity of substitution across crops k given by σA > 0 with preference shifters ak > 0. In the middle tier for manufacturing, in a similar fashion consumers have CES preferences over varieties of manufacturing
goods. These goods are differentiated by origin, and consumers have an elasticity of substitution
across varieties given by σM > 0. In the lower tier, for each crop k consumers choose whether to
purchase an individual crop k in a local market (with low phytosanitary standards e = 0) or from
part of the agricultural value chain such as a supermarket (e = 1). Consumers have an elasticity of
substitution σe > 0 across these types of stores, with preference shifters ake > 0.
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5.2

Production

Agriculture I assume that agricultural production can only occur in rural regions i ∈ R. Suppose
that the production function of a crop k with export eligibility e in region i in plot ℓ is CobbDouglas:
qike (ℓ) = qike × like (ℓ)αike × xik (ℓ)βike × [hike (ℓ)zike (ℓ)]γike .
(1)
Here, like is the amount of labor employed in plot ℓ and αike ∈ [0, 1] is the cost share of labor. xik is
an intermediate input used in plot ℓ, βike ∈ [0, 1] is the cost share of the intermediate input. hike is the
amount of land in plot ℓ allocated to k, and γike ≡ (1 − αike − βike ) ∈ [0, 1] is the corresponding cost
share of land. I define qike to be ≡ (αike )−αike (βike )−βike (γike )−γike . The remaining term, zike (ℓ), is a
productivity shifter whose realizations are drawn randomly from the following Fréchet distribution:

Pr [b
zi (ℓ) < zbi ] = exp −ϕ

∑ Aϑik

!ϑ/θ 
∑ z−θ  .

k∈K

e∈E

ike

(2)
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If land is unsuitable for crop k, the scale parameter Aik is set to zero. I describe the roles of θ
and ϑ and the implications of this productivity distribution in the following section.
Implications
Concave production possibilities frontier
The assumptions of productivity draws in agriculture introduced in equation 2 yield an aggregate two-tier constant elasticity of transformation (CET) production function at the regional level
i. This aggregate production function can be characterized by a concave production possibility
frontier across different types of export-eligible varieties and different crops. In the upper tier of
this aggregate production function, a land use constraint governs the choice across crops. In the
second tier, a lower tier land use constraint governs the choice to grow e = 0 or e = 1 type crops.
eik such
In the upper tier, in region i, land Hi can be used to produce crop k at efficiency units H
that the following constraint holds:

∑

  ϑ
ϑ
eik ϑ−1 = H ϑ−1 .
H
i

(3)

k∈K

Here, ϑ > 0 governs the elasticity of transformation between different varieties of crop production. If ϑ is large, production will be skewed towards the crop the region is most productive in, and
we will observe larger specialization. If ϑ is smaller, specialization will tend to be incomplete and
more regions will produce a larger amount of crops.
eik allocated to the production
In turn, in the lower tier, I assume that efficiency units of land H
28 Here,


−ϑ
as standard, I define ϕ ≡ Γ 1 − ϑ1
, where Γ(·) is the gamma function.
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of crop k can be used for the production of export eligible or export ineligible varieties e of that
eike . Then, the following constraint will hold:
crop k using efficiency units of land H


 θ
 θ
θ
e θ−1 .
eik0 /Aik0 θ−1 + H
eik1 /Aik1 θ−1 = H
H
ik

(4)

Similarly, θ > 0 governs the elasticity of transformation between varieties e = 0 and e = 1 of
crop k. If θ is large, production will be skewed towards growing only for the domestic consumption
or value chain (i.e. export-oriented) markets. If θ tends to be smaller, production will be skewed
towards having some sales in both markets.
Next, I discuss the implications of these parameter values for the properties of the underlying
statistical distribution. When θ > ϑ > 1, draws between export-eligible avocados and non-eligible
avocados more similar than draws between maize and avocados. In contrast, if θ = ϑ > 1, then
draws between export eligibile and non eligible varieties of a crop are just as similar as draws
across crops. When ϑ > θ > 1, productivity draws across crop types are more similar than across
e = 0 and e = 1 varieties of crops, which intuitively seems unlikely (Farrokhi and Pellegrina, 2020).
Costs and land shares
Following from the agricultural production function introduced in equation 1, the unit cost of
crop k in plot ℓ with standards e, cike (ℓ), is given by:
cike (ℓ) = wαiAike pβixike
k



ri (ℓ)
zike (ℓ)

γike
,

(5)

where wiA is the prevailing wage in municipality i, pixk is the price of the intermediate input (i.e.
fertilizer) used for producing crop k, and ri is the rental rate of land in region i.
Next, I can derive the shares of land devoted to each crop in equilibrium. The share of land Hi
allocated to production crop k with export eligibility e, ηike , is
ηike =

λθike Aϑik pϑik
× ϑ .
pθik
Pi
}
|{z} | {z
ηie|k

(6)

ηik

As the product of two terms, ηike is formed by the product of the share of total land allocated to
crop k used to grow a crop with export eligbility e (ηie|k ) and the share of total agricultural land
used to grow both export eligible and ineligible varieties of crop k, ηik . Above, I define

λike ≡ pike

wi
pike

−αike /γike 

pixk
pike

−βike /γike
,

(7)

where pike is the price of crop k with export status e in region i, and I define pθik ≡ λθik0 + λθik1 ,
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recalling that Aik is the scale parameter of land productivity for crop k and Piϑ ≡ ∑l∈K Aϑil pϑil .
With these assumptions, the aggregate quantity produced of crop k with export eligbility e in
region i will be given by:
Pi
qike = ηike × Hi ×
.
(8)
γike × pike
After inverting equation 8 (see Appendix for details), the (inverse) price elasticity of supply
can be written as29 :
 γike

θ
θ
γike
ϑ
−ϑγike ∂ log Qi (1 − ϑ)γike ∂ logVi
∂ log pike
γike −θ
γike −θ θ−γike
=
+
qik
bike qike
+
+
∂ log qike θ − γike ϑ − γike
γike − ϑ ∂ log qike
γike − ϑ ∂ log qike
(9)
When qike represents a relatively small share of a municipality’s production, the second, third, and
pike
fourth terms are not substantial and the inverse price elasticity of supply ∂∂ log
log qike can be approxiγike
mated by θ−γ
.
ike
What does this imply? When the cost share of land goes to zero, the regional crop supply
becomes perfectly inelastic and fixed. When the cost share of land approaches 1, in contrast the
elasticity of supply becomes more elastic. On average, I find the average land cost share across all
crops k and regions i to be γ̄e=0 to be 0.57 for low phytosanitary quality crops in Section 6 and
γ̄e=1 = 0.4 for export eligible crops. In contrast, as θ > 1 becomes larger, farmers are able to more
easily shift between producing the export eligible and non-export eligible varieties as their relative
prices change, which decreases the elasticity of supply for a given variety e of crop k since large
price changes will now yield larger shifts into different varieties.
Downstream Sector: Plants
Here, I introduce the setup for the downstream packing plants in sector P which source their
inputs from nearby farms and are located in urban regions. Within the sparse model of trade in
this model, however, the sourcing decision of these plants cannot yield analytical expressions as in
Antràs et al. (2017). Therefore, for tractability I make the simplifying assumption that plants can
only source from municipalities in their rural periphery, R(i) (see Stylized Fact 4 for justification
of this).
Each representative packing plant v is associated with a given crop k and is assumed to only
be able to source and sell that specific crop. The location of each plant is given by i. Plants take
world prices peW k as given, which locally is the price peik1 30 , and given their location i, will only be
able to sell their output at a price peW k τWik (or lower), where τWik are derived from the minimum
distance from location i to a port or border. Here I use pe to represent the prices consumers pay or
what intermediaries receive for their output, and regular p to represent the prices farmers receive.
α

29 Here,

−θ× γ ike

β

−θ× γike

ike
I define bike ≡ wi
pixke ike .
30 If these packing plants sell abroad, by the no arbitrage condition, they must sell at p
eik1 =
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peW k

τWik

or lower.

As there are no intermediaries for low phytosanitary crops (e = 0) this implies g
pik0 = pik0 for all
regions i and crops k.
Plants can only purchase high phytosanitary quality standard (e = 1) crops, and only plants
directly purchase high quality crops. To enter, firms need to pay a fixed cost Fk (these costs vary
by crop k), but have perfect forward looking information as to regional crop supply and their
productivity Avk . They annualize these fixed costs over a given time horizon, and the annualized
fixed cost can be written as fk . Within a given location, plants choose how much quantity to
purchase (qivkh ) of crop k from farmers and draw their Hicks-neutral productivity Aivk 31 . Here, I
assume that firms have market power in their sourcing decisions for crops.
yivk (qivk ) = Avk qivk

(10)

Recall that each firm v in region i holds some degree of oligopsonistic power in the market for crop
k of high quality h, so the price paid to farmers at the factory gate pivk will be lower than the price
the firm receives, peik1 32 (note that prices paid at the farm gate will be marked down further by
trade costs 33 ). Therefore, the firm’s profit maximization problem is as follows:
max πivk = max peik1 Avk qivk − qivk pivk (qivk ) − fk
qivk

qivk

(11)

Taking the first order condition with respect to qivk yields the markdown condition that determines the wedge between prices received by intermediaries in region i, peik1 and the marginal cost
(factory-gate price) of a unit of a crop with high quality, pivk (net of productivity) as:
peik1
=
pivk



1 + ε1vk
eivk
A

(12)



1+ ε1

pivk 34
vk
where ε1ivk ≡ ∂∂ log
to be the firm’s (productivity inclusive)
Avk
log qivk . Here, I define mivk ≡
constant markdown from the marginal revenue product of the crop k (i.e. the market price net of
productivity)35 . Additionally, I assume that plants are able to purchase some of the intermediate
inputs required for export eligible crop k, xk at a bulk discount. These plants sell these intermediate
31 In

the appendix, I consider an extension where I allow for labor in the production function.
that I abuse notation here a little bit, so pivk can also be written as pik1 . To back out the farmgate price in
rural regions corresponding to the firm located at urban region i ∈ U, or the prices in regions R(i), note that the no
arbitrage condition yields that pik1 = τ pvk for all i ∈ R(i(v)).
32 Note

i(v),i,k

33 A

number of other recent papers such as Jung et al. (2021) and Chatterjee (2019) have concluded that market
power of intermediaries is closely linked to their distance to sourcing farms.
34 Note that q
ivk = ∑ j∈R(i(v)) q jkh
35 It is important to note here that low productivity, in addition to the monopsony power of intermediaries, may lead
to large wedges between the farm gate price and the price of the processed output.
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inputs to their supplying farms at this reduced cost.
Plant entry condition I begin by using the first order condition from equation 12 to solve for
the plant entry condition at the optimum price (i.e. when the firm posts a factory gate price to all
) and by requiring the profit condition to be greater than zero:
farms of pivk = mpeik1
ivk
eivk qivk ( peik1 /mivk ) [1 + εivk ]−1 ≥ fk .
A

(13)

That is, with knowledge of Aivk , fk , and how supply responds to prices εivk and qivk ( peik1 /mivk ), the
exogenously determined price of the crop k, peik1 , will determine whether or not a firm v will enter
in region i and produce crop k.
To make progress on the condition for whether or not a firm will enter, I assume that it possesses pefect information and is able to calculate the regional (inverse) elasticity of supply36 before
it enters the market, using information on the equilbrium prices (quantities) in the previous period.
Then, it calculates the regional (inverse) elasticity of supply, not considering that effect of its actions on the equilbrium prices (quantities) of other crops. Note that when the firm is just deciding
to enter, all municipalities j ∈ R(i(v)) have production q jkh = 0, and so equation 26 implies that
−1
∂ log qivk
pike
γike
θ−γnke
=
.
Therefore,
=
τ
. In the prefor these regions ∂∂ log
∑
n∈R(i(v))
i(v),n,k
θ−γike
γnke
log qike
∂ log pivk
period, the firm decides if it will enter, pays its (annualized) fixed cost fk , and then draws its
productivity Avk . If the firm enters, it becomes the only processing firm allowed to operate in
that region to produce (the high-quality h variety of) crop k37 . The firm then calculates its optimal markup based on the previous period’s equilibrium. However, the farmers learn of its initial
markup, and in the following period, the firm must charge the same markup.
Manufacturing
The manufacturing good is produced in urban regions i ∈ U. Each location has manufacturing
productivity AiM and features a linear production function of labor alone. Therefore, the output of
the manufacturing good in region i ∈ U is given by qiM = AiM LiM .

5.3

Equilibrium

I assume that all markets are competitive except for the market for high quality crops, in which
farmers can only sell directly to processing firms, who possess some degree of market power. In
equilibrium,
1. the representative consumer in both urban and rural regions solves their utility maximization
problem optimally given income and prices,
log qivk
here that the relevant elasticity of supply the firm needs to calculate is εivk = ∂∂ log
pivk , where qivk (pivk ) =
pivk
∑i∈R(i(v)) qik1 ( τi(v),i,k ).
37 In the appendix, I consider an extension of this where I allow for mutliple entrants in a given region.
36 Note
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2. the inputs and outputs solve the representative farmer’s problem given prices,
3. the representative firm solves its profit maximization problem conditional on input costs and
world prices,
4. goods markets clear,
5. labor markets clear,
6. and finally prices are given by the no-arbitrage conditions condition on measures of trade
costs.
In appendix section A.5, I provide an extended description of the equilibrium conditions as well as
counterfactual equations.

5.4

Multiple equilibria and conditions for uniqueness

I now proceed to speaking to the role of multiple equilibria and providing uniqueness conditions
for the model. In the case of increasing returns to scale, the challenge of multiple equilibria can
be vexing, as hysterisis can yield results where the first entrant to a market can become dominant
and drive out entry of other, potentially more productive, entrants. Below, I demonstrate that the
static equilibrium is unique for a given set of entrants/packers, but I argue that the dynamic one
may not be. The main concern comes from the decision of which packer for a given region and
crop chooses to enter first. After entry of the first packer to a region, then for potential entrants
into the same region there is less land with which to source their crop from and wages will be
higher for agricultural labor. For potential entrants producing the same crop as a pre-existing
entrant, although the rest of world prices have not changed, since packers sell locally, the preexisting entrant has depressed local prices, limiting their potential entry. For instance, if avocado
packers choose to enter a given region, they will depress the entry of other crop packers to their
region, as well as depressing the entry of avocado packers elsewhere as well. In order to determine
uniqueness numerically, the computation of every possible equilbrium is generally infeasible as
this is an NP-hard problem, where even with a limited number of metropolitan regions (75 here)
and crops requires running a simulation 2|U|×|K| times. Therefore, to make progress on determining
an optimal equilbrium, I provide conditions below under which one can determine the unique set
of entrants over time.
Uniqueness of equilbrium in each period t To demonstrate the uniqueness of the equilbrium
h
in each period t, suppose that the matrix δ|M|×|K|
representing whether an intermediary is operating
in region i ∈ M and producing crop k ∈ K with corresponding firm markups mik is taken to be
given. Then, by mapping mik into high phytosanitary quality (e = 1) good-specific ad valorem trade
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costs, uniqueness follows from a logic similar to the proof in Bergquist et al. (2019)38 . Therefore,
the challenge is to prove the uniqueness of packing firm entry and markups. Markups are set on
the basis of regional production, and so markups should be unique. However, characterizing the
uniqueness of firm entry is more difficult.
Uniqueness of firm entry over time To recover a unique path of firm entry over time, I assume that in the initial period t = 1, exogenous world prices {pW k }k∈K (or trade costs, τ ) are
too low (or in the case of trade barriers, high) to support the entry of any packing plants in the
domestic economy. Subsequently, the exogenous world prices faced domestically rise, and with
op
each firm calculating a separate hypothetical operating profit πvk
(that depends mostly on factors
such as trade costs and the regional production function for crops), in continuous time there will
be (generically) one unique first entrant. I provide a proof of this in the appendix.

6

Estimation

In this section, I describe how I estimate the primary parameters of interest needed for my model.
These parameters govern the differences in input usage for subsistence and AGVC-based farming,
the elasticity of transformation between supplying crops locally and to AGVCs, and the elasticity
of transformation across crops.
Input shares of labor, land, and intermediate inputs
To begin, I study whether agriculture targeted at domestic consumption differs from that produced for agricultural value chains in terms of the costs of inputs required. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that processing firms or extension agents will often transfer knowledge of special techniques or inputs to farms that are required to fulfill phytosanitary standards. They may also transfer
knowledge that saves on labor costs, or manages land use better. All of these conclusions suggest
that I must empirically study whether and how input usage varies across farms that participate in
AGVCs and those who do not.
To do so, I estimate the coefficients of my hypothesized farm level production function to recover the farm level input shares of labor, land, and intermediate inputs. Applying logs to equation
1, I obtain the following equation:

log qike (ℓ) = log qike + αike log like (ℓ) + βike log xike (ℓ) + γike logtike (ℓ) + γike log zike (ℓ).

(14)

To estimate this equation, I use data from the 2007 Agricultural Census. This provides estimates
38 Currently, the result of Bergquist et al. (2019) proves uniqueness only in the case of ad valorem, not additive,
trade costs.
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of labor supply from the number of family members, hired workers, and migrant workers39 ,the
amount of land allocated to the production of each crop (in hectares), and the amount of fertilizer
used in the farm unit (in tons).
To take theory to data, I assume that fertilizer usage is positive for crops that are export-eligible
(i.e. βik1 > 0), and zero for crops that are only intended for regional consumption (i.e. βik0 = 0)40 .
As many farms do not use fertilizer, making this assumption in advance allows me to estimate
equation 14 for farms with fertilizer use and omit the third term from the regression (log xike (ℓ))
for farms without fertilizer use.
While I would ideally like to estimate this equation separately for each region, crop, and export
status (which here refers to an indicator for any fertilizer use), in practice this results in many
underpowered regressions, especially for crops that are not as prominent as, say, maize. Therefore,
in practice, I estimate this equation separately at the state-crop-fertilizer use status level. Since
I estimate equation at this level, qike , a function of the cost shares in the production function,
becomes the intercept of these regressions.
Next, to proxy for the fundamental agricultural productivity of plot ℓ in crop k, zike (ℓ), I use
precise geolocators at the level of the área de control41 which allow me to merge farm level information with measures of land suitabilities from FAO GAEZ and EcoCrop described earlier.
However, there is reason to believe that there may be other factors that affect farmers’ input
decisions outside of their productivities that enter the error term in the above equation, even if
my suitability measures capture plot level productivity zike (ℓ) perfectly. For instance, factors such
as early and late-season weather shocks, and farmer characteristics may affect farmer decisions,
which would be unobserved by the econometrician in the above model. To control for these, I
use information with early, middle, and late season temperature (measured as number of days with
maximum (minimum) temperature above (below) the temperature maximum (minimum) thresholds established in the FAO EcoCrop databsase, daily rainfall from CONAGUA, and information
on farmer characteristics from INEGI such as family vs non-family farming. I use these characteristics as instruments for the various inputs, and report the two-stage least squares (2SLS)
coefficients of this estimation procedure42 .
39 Unfortunately,

this is measured somewhat crudely, and labor inputs are not distinguished by crop. To provide
checks of the accuracy of this procedure, in the main text I report results for farm units growing only one crop. In the
appendix, I report results for farms with multiple crops, where I allocate input usage based on hectares planted.
40 This assumption closely matches the data, where the majority of exporting farms across all crops use inputs such
as fertilizer, and average fertilizer use is much lower for non-contracting or exporting farms, and a large percentage do
not use fertilizer at all.
41 Agricultural productivity is measured at the level of the área de control, which contain a median of 10 farms, a
minimum of one farm, and a maximum of 700 farms (the maximum is for very small farm units in Oaxaca). Of course,
some error may arise from this aggregation bias.
42 I also estimate the above equation using the instrumental variables estimator for the linear correlated random
coefficients (IVCRC) in the online appendix.
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I report summary statistics of this procedure in Table 2 below, where I take the median across
all state level estimates. On average across all crops, for farm units using fertilizer, labor costs
represent 22% of unit costs in agricultural production, fertilizer and material usage represents 39%
of costs, and land use represents the remaining 39% of costs. For farm units without fertilizer
usage, labor represents 43% of costs, and land comprises the remaining 57%. There is some
heterogeneity across crops, with some crops having input shares that suggest increasing returns
to scale (α + β + γ > 1) and some with decreasing returns to scale (especially for estimates of
only α and γ in farms without fertilizer use). That said, a majority are close to one (i.e. within
0.3 of 1), or constant returns to scale, which I take as evidence to reject that farms themselves
bear large fixed costs of entry to production (Gáfaro and Pellegrina, 2022). In appendix table A.3,
I report the results of this procedure separately for farms that grow multiple crops. The results
remain qualitatively similar, although results for certain crops change slightly. In particular, farms
without intermediate input usage generally exhibit smaller returns to scale, suggesting that the
inputs transferred in modern supply chains are crucial to achieving larger scale43 .
Table 2: Input cost shares by crop
Farms w/ int. inputs
Farms w.o. inputs
α
β
γ
α+β +γ
α
γ
α+γ
Avocados 0.093 0.339 0.618
1.050
0.200 0.918 1.118
0.093 0.145 0.262
0.501
0.237 0.511 0.748
Bananas
Barley
0.462 0.214 0.171
0.846
0.186 0.371 0.557
Beans
0.446 0.453 0.450
1.348
0.061 0.336 0.397
Coffee
0.148 0.476 0.548
1.172
0.002 0.323 0.325
Cotton
0.194 0.501 0.411
1.106
0.260 0.220 0.480
Lemons
0.084 0.093 0.997
1.174
0.020 0.947 0.967
Maize
0.683 0.418 0.533
1.634
0.142 0.448 0.590
Mango
0.153 0.053 0.510
0.716
0.107 0.881 0.987
Oats
0.302 0.353 0.383
1.038
0.034 0.299 0.333
Oranges
0.154 0.237 0.862
1.253
0.245 0.828 1.073
Sorghum
0.223 0.334 0.468
1.025
0.114 0.442 0.556
Soy beans 0.378 0.799 0.337
1.514
0.079 0.695 0.774
Sugar
0.130 0.134 0.640
0.905
0.025 0.420 0.445
Tomatoes 0.123 0.238 0.694
1.055
0.056 0.304 0.361
Wheat
0.184 0.411 0.523
1.118
0.071 0.329 0.400
Notes: Estimated using two-stage least squares with robust standard errors, using the 2007 Agricultural Census. I take
the median of all state level estimates for each crop. α is the cost share of labor, β is the cost share of fertilizer, and γ
is the cost share of land. Since I cannot estimate equation 14 if fertilizer use is zero, I split the sample into farm units
with positive and zero fertilizer use and estimate the coefficients separately for both groups. Sample only consists of
farms producing a single crop.
Crop

θ – Elasticity of transformation across export eligibile and ineligible varieties of a given crop
43 In

ongoing work, I use the residuals of these separate regressions to measure farm level TFP in 1991 and 2007. I
then regress this against measures for the duration of AGVC presence in a region to understand the effects of AGVCs
on farm level productivity.
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A key determinant into whether certain regions may benefit from agricultural value chain, or
modern, production, is the degree to which a region is able to shift from producing only locally
consumed varieties to varieties eligible for sale in larger retailers (who generally have higher quality standards) or abroad. Therefore, I seek to estimate θ, which governs elasticity of transformation
of land used in production of crops sold locally versus output sold in agricultural value chains. A
low value of θ suggests that even after the entry of an agricultural value chain, farms will not shift
their production towards techniques required for modern production and are less likely to benefit.
In contrast, higher values represent a larger flexibility of land to respond to the higher prices that
modern markets provide for farmers.
The estimation procedure for θ stems from rewriting equation 6 in logarithms. I make one simplifying assumption for calibration and estimation, that Aike = Āik , ∀i, k, e so that land productivity
varies at the crop level k by region i, but that land is just as productive in producing export eligible
vs. non-export eligible varieties. Then in ηie|k in equation 6 Aθike disappears. Taking logarithms of
the remaining equation yields:
1

−αike /γike

γ

log ηie|k = θ log pikeike + θ log wi

−β /γike

+ θ log pixkeike

i
h
− log λθik0 + λθik1 .

(15)

To simplify the equation further, I rewrite this in terms of differences between the share of land
allocated to crop k in region i with export status e = 1 with that with export status e = 0. Doing so,
I obtain

log

ηi1|k
1 − ηi1|k

1

!

γ

= θ log

pik1ik1
1
γik0

pik0

−β

/γ

pixk1ik1 ik1
αik0 γik1 − αik1 γik0
+θ×
log wi + θ log −β /γ .
γik0 γik1
p ik0 ik0

(16)

ixk0

To understand the motivating intuition behind this equation, consider the case when the input
shares are equal across export eligibility types (i.e. αik0 = αik1 ∀i, k, etc.). Then, the expression
above simplifies to
log

ηi1|k
1 − ηi1|k

!


= θ log

pik1
pik0



1
γik


+ θ log

pixk1
pixk0

−βik /γik
.

(17)

In words, equation 17 states that the percent relative share of land allocated to crop k dedicated to
growing export-eligible crops increases when the export premium does as well, at a rate given by
θ/γik . Likewise, the relative share of land allocated to export eligible crops is negatively affected
by the premium in intermediate input costs required to fulfill phytosanitary costs at a rate −θ ×
βik
γik , which is increasing as the input share of intermediate inputs, βik . Therefore, the elasticity θ
can be identified using cross sectional variation in the shares of land used for crops destined for
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international markets, the export price premium, and the ratio of intermediate input costs used for
exporting versus growing for domestic markets.
Table 3: θ estimation results
Dependent
 η variable:

log 1−i1|k
η

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

∑

0.0152
(0.00317)

-0.0701
(0.00284)

1.324
(0.106)

1.391
(0.377)

(5)

(6)

1.039
(0.457)
0.820
(0.0752)
0.804
(0.148)

1.050
(0.165)
1.416
(0.251)
1.084
(1.018)

IV
9301
61.737

Poisson IV
66997

i1|k

1

1

γ

γ

log pik1ik1 /pik0ik0
αik0 γik1 −αik1 γik0
γik0 γik1

−β

log pixk1ik1

log wi

/γik1

Type
N
First-stage/KP F. stat.

OLS
9301

PPML
67037

IV
9301
52.56

Poisson IV
66997

Robust standard errors in parentheses
Notes: Estimated using land share and outut data from the 2007 Agricultural Census and prices and wages from the
γ

2012 National Agricultural Survey (ENA). ∑ is a shorthand for log

1

pik1ik1
γ

1

pik0ik0

+ αik0 γγik1 −γαik1 γik0 log wi + log
ik0 ik1

−β /γ
pix ik1 ik1
k1

−β /γ
pix ik0 ik0

, so

k0

here I estimate only one θ. Included instruments are distance from the municipality to the nearest port, as well as
dummies that indicate whether a agroexporter is located nearby.

In Table 3, I report the results of estimating equation 16. I do so in two parts: in columns 1-4),
I estimate the value for only θ alone, using the estimating equation

log

ηi1|k
1 − ηi1|k

!


= θ ∑ ≡ θ × log

1
γik1

pik1

1
γik0

pik0

+

αik0 γik1 − αik1 γik0
log wi + log
γik0 γik1



−β /γ
pixk1ik1 ik1
.
−βik0 /γik0
pixk0

(18)

In my preferred estimation in column 4), I obtain an estimated θ of 1.39. This value is quite low,
suggestive of high frictions in shifting into export-oriented agriculture. Note that the share of land
allocated to crops destined for foreign markets is quite frequently zero (in more than 86% of observations), and so Poisson estimation is more suited to this context, as compared to in columns
1), 3), and 5) where I report the results with OLS/IV, and am forced to drop these observations.
To address the potential endogeneity of remote regions facing higher export premiums due to depressed local prices for crops as well as classic simulateneity bias, I instrument the independent
variables in columns with IV with the road distance of the municipality to the closest port/border
crossing, as well as indicators for the presence of an agroprocessor in the nearby vicinity (at different distances). This procedure increases the estimated θ from the regressions without instruments
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significantly. However, in columns 5-6), I estimate the coefficients separately, and do not impose
restrictions that θ must be identical. In Column 6), I find that the estimated θs are largely similar,
although they are somewhat different in Column 5).
ϑ – elasticity of transformation between crops
A crucial input into the model is ϑ, which governs the elasticity of transformation between
crops. In particular, a higher value of ϑ suggests more flexibility of land shares to changes in local
crop prices. The parameter also governs the degree to which regions will be specialized in the
most suitable and profitable crop. A lower value of ϑ implies that land specialization will be more
incomplete, and even areas that are highly suitable for one crop will nonetheless grow others.
Equation 6 implies that in any given time period t, we have
log ηikt



ϑ
θ
θ
= log λik0t + λik1t + ϑ log Aikt − ϑ log Pit ,
θ

where, to recall, ηikt is the share of arable land in region i devoted to crop k, Aikt is crop specific
productivity, and Pit is a regional productivity index. Here, the regional productivity index can be
controlled for through use of region-time fixed effects. However, the crop specific productivity
term is more vexing. One possibility is to use potential suitability indices from GAEZ directly
in the regression to proxy for Aikt , however this may not be a perfect proxy for productivity, as it
doesn’t vary during my sample period. Another option, which I follow, is to assume log Aikt can
be written as log Aik + log Astate(i)kt + log Ait + log ξikt , so crop-municipality specific productivity
is time-invariant, and log ξikt are “errors” in cropping decisions that are systematically uncorrelated with productivity. Then, I can estimate ϑ without information on agricultural productivities
(or wages, following the same assumption) through the usage of region-time, state-crop-time and
region-crop fixed effects:
log ηikt =



ϑ
log λθik0t + λθik1t + Λi×t + Λs(i)×k×t + Λi×k + εikt .
θ

However, the expression above simplifies when the municipality only produces crop k for the
domestic market e = 0. As seen in the case for the θ estimation procedure, over 80% of cropmunicipality pairs in 2007 have no exporting, so this simplified case applies in most cases. Without
any exporting, we have the following equation
log ηikt = ϑ log



1/γ
pikt ike



 αike 
−γ
+ ϑ log wit ike + Λi×t + Λs(i)×k×t + Λi×k + εik,t .

(19)

Conditional on estimates of the cost share of labor and land in the Cobb-Douglas agricultural production function (αike , γike ) described below, I can capture the sensitivity of within-group land
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share changes to agricultural crop prices, ϑ. I present the results of my OLS regression in Table 4.
Column 1 presents the results of estimating equation 19 using OLS.The estimated coefficient for
ϑ is almost a true zero. One reason for this may be classic simultaneity bias inherent in supply and
demand estimation. Therefore, I search for an instrument that yields exogenous demand shifts in
the prices of agricultural crops, which will yield a hopefully unbiased estimate of ϑ. To instrument
for prices, I follow Roberts and Schlenker (2013) and use lagged yield shocks as an instrument
for estimating supply elasticities. As Roberts and Schlenker (2013) note, the use of lagged yield
shocks as an instrument is possible “because past weather-induced supply shocks affect inventories, and inventories affect the futures price in subsequent periods[, and the] key assumption for
consistent identification of the supply elasticity is that past weather-induced supply shocks have
zero covariance with unobserved supply shifters in the current period.” The authors argue that to
control for unobserved supply shifters, one should also control for contemporaneous yield shocks
in the supply equation.
I present the instrumented results of such a procedure in Column 2. My estimated ϑ here is
approximately 1.3. However, one concern is that the instrumental variables strategy of Roberts
and Schlenker (2013) is intended for use only of crops that are traded internationally in markets
where futures contracts are possible. My sample from SIAP includes many artisanal crops likely
intended only for domestic consumption, for which well defined markets may only be present
locally (at best). Therefore, in column 4, I subset my sample down to only the top 5 crops by
agricultural production value in Mexico, which includes crops like maize and sorghum, storable
commodities for which futures markets are well defined and Mexico is a known exporter of. Upon
performing this subsetting, my estimated ϑ is 1.6, which falls within the range of similar results in
the literature. For instance, Bergquist et al. (2019) estimates a range of ϑs from 1.8-2.9, Farrokhi
and Pellegrina (2020) finds 2.05, Zavala (2022) finds 1.35, and Sotelo (2020) estimates a value
most closely related to my results – 1.658.
Ai,k – productivity of region i in growing crop k
Similarly to Costinot et al. (2016), I link the scale parameters Ai,k to measures of fundamental crop suitability that come from the FAO (I use a mix of suitability indices either provided by
the FAO Global Agro-Ecological Zones project or derived from FAO EcoCrop suitability indices,
both rescaled to be mutually compatible, in a range where 0 is totally unsuitable and 1 is highly
suitable). The upside of this procedure is that it is transparent and illuminates how the geography of production depends upon fundamental agronomic and ecological conditions, relative to the
importance of agricultural value chains in production. In contrast, an alternate in the literature is
to use a maximum likelihood type approach which rationalizes equation 6 using nonlinear optimization methods and observed data. However, in this approach, one drawback is that any sources
of productivity that arise from economies of scale will necessarily be loaded into the estimates of
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Aik . In appendix figure A.15, I compare my results with a maximum likelihood type approach to
the fundamental agro-ecological suitability method displayed in the main text. When computing
agricultural suitabilities based on FAO indices, far more areas produce avocados, which is farther
from the data but more ideal in terms of computing counterfactuals. For instance, if Aik = 0 in the
model (which is necessary to rationalize any areas of zero production in the maximum likelihood
approach), any municipality currently not producing a given crop will continue not to do so in the
counterfactual. Therefore, it is important to use actual measures of crop suitability to examine
other potential areas of production when examining counterfactuals such as a decrease in fixed
costs.
Table 4: ϑ estimation results
Dependent variable:
log ηikt


1
(1−α )
log pikt ik

αik 
− (1−α
ik )
log wit
log (yieldshockikt )
Mun x Year FE
State x Prod x Year FE
Mun x Prod FE
Type
Sample
N
First stage R2
First-stage/KP F. stat.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.000374

1.293

0.0109

1.600

(0.00138)

(0.112)

(0.00534)

(0.494)

-0.00565

0.178

-0.0129

0.573

(0.00311)

(0.0647)

(0.0123)

(0.350)

-0.0628
(0.00351)

-0.606
(0.0482)

-0.0604
(0.0127)

-1.256
(0.369)

Y
Y
Y
OLS
Full
414287

Y
Y
Y
IV
Full
357211
0.305
174.3

Y
Y
Y
OLS
Top 5 crops (wrt value)
55328

Y
Y
Y
IV
Top 5 crops (wrt value)
46655
0.454
13.43

Standard errors in parentheses
Notes: Estimated using robust SEs.

fk – sunk costs of entry for downstream plants
Using the first order conditions following from equation 10, I can derive the firm’s operating
profits
op
= Avk peikh qvk ( peikh /mvk ) [1 + εvk ]−1 .
(20)
πvk
I can observe some outcomes that compose this equation from farm microdata. For instance, if I
take my sourcing regions seriously, then qvk = ∑n∈R(i(v)) qnkh , where the amount of crop k sold to
processors and exporters, qnkh is observable in farm microdata. Likewise, with similar information, I can estimate εvk based on my model assumptions (and information on regional level crop
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production, combined with estimates of αike , βike , γike , θ, ϑ). However, there are some parameters
that I do not have knowledge of. For instance, peikh has no direct analogue in microdata44 . Further,
I cannot observe the individual packing firm’s productivity Avk .
To make progress on this front, I am unaware of each firm’s draw of Avk , but I assume the firm
knows in advance the distribution of productivity G(Avk ) before deciding to enter45 . Therefore,
the entry condition is modified here,hand requires that
i the firms expected operating profit is greater
operating profit
than the annualized sunk cost: EAvk πvk
=
h
i
−1
EAvk Avk peikh qvk (Avk peikh /mvk ) (1 + εvk )
≥ fk .

(21)

There is only one firm per crop per region, and so without free entry, there is no reason to think
the inequality above goes to zero. However, I know the mass Mk of pre-existing entrants from
my data, as well as regions with non-entrants in each crop. Then, given a certain draw of A for
all entrants and non-entrants, one estimator is to find the minimum of operating profits across all
entrants. Next, conditional on the same draw of A, one can do the same for non-entrants and
take the maximum of operating profits across all non-entrants. Then, averaging the minimum of
operating profits across all entrants and the maximum of operating profits across all non-entrants
should approach fk from either side of the inequality.
Based on above description, one estimator for fˆk is fˆk =
h
i
Avg. of min entrant + max non.entrant
EA πvk
=
"
EA

max. operating profit among non-entrants

min. operating profit among entrants

πvk

2

+

πvk

2

#
.

(22)

I estimate the above equation using simulated method of moments and G(Avk ) based on TFP esMSM
timates using a sample of agroexporters to recover fˆk
= arg min π̂ Avg. ( fk )T Wπ̂ Avg. ( fk ). Then,
for each draw of A, I calculate maximum hypothetical operating profits for non-entrant by assuming I have the set of existing packers Mk plus one potential entrant at each round and running this
setup through my model. The minimum operating profits for the entrants is calculated by running
one round of the mass Mk of entrants through my model and retrieving operating profits from the
output. Then, I calculate the expectation above by averaging over the estimates across all realized
values of Avk times their frequency. In total, this results in run one simulation of model for each
44 I

do not observe the factory gate prices posted by processing firms in the economic census, although I do know
this information for avocado processors in my setting that I can use as a sanity check.
45 Since each firm is assumed to represent the entire region, there is no empirical counterpart that I can connect A
vk
to. However, to make progress on this front, I assume that the empirical TFP distribution for agroexporters G(Af
vk ) in
my sample is the same distribution in which the representative firm draws its productivity.
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Table 5: Fixed cost estimates from procedure
Crop
Avocados
Mean estimate 170,263,586
of fk
95% C.I. of fk [159,858,034;
181,759,458]

Beans
129,464,871

Maize
42,230,978

Sugar
179,057,318

Tomatoes
132,074,815

[123,967,953;
136,632,891]

[40,371,865;
45,132,291]

[171,190,777;
189,209,592]

[126,572,576;
139,381,058]

Mean and 95% confidence interval for fixed effects for each crop calculated using 250 bootstrap simulations of the
model, each time drawing different values of Avk from a Weibull distribution with shape 1.5 (chosen to fit observed
G(Avk )).

potential entrant as well as one simulation without entrants, multiplied by a certain number of
draws of A.
I report the estimates for the procedure described above in Table 5. I find relatively large
estimates of fixed costs that correspond with both the clustering of production of that crop as well
as the phytosanitary requirements for the crop. For crops such as Avocados and Sugar, which are
heavily clustered and have large barriers to entry as well as trade, fixed costs are relatively large,
at 170 and 180 million pesos respectively. However, for Maize, the estimated fixed costs are much
smaller, at roughly 40 million pesos. Next, I perform some back of the envelope calculations to
understand the magnitude of these estimates. In 2007, one municipality in the avocado producing
Michoacán had 25 million in annual revenue from avocados, and each metropolitan area in my data
has approximately 25 municipalities. Therefore, the estimate of an annualized sunk cost of 170
million pesos (8.5 million US dollars) for avocados, implies that the region would require a total
sum of municipality revenue in avocados larger than that in order to afford to pay this estimated
sunk cost. Comparing this to the total revenue at the state level for avocados in 2007 from SIAP,
only two states fulfill this condition in terms of revenue, Michoacán (as expected) and Morelos
with only 1.631073 times the revenue compared to the estimated sunk cost. However, comparing
revenue alone is not sufficient, as the actual comparison needed would need to be profits, which is
unobservable in the SIAP data but likely leaves only Michoacán able to pay the sunk cost.
τni,S – Iceberg/ad-valorem trade costs
To calculate the value of ad-valorem trade costs in my setting, I draw upon wholesale agricultural market price information provided by the National System of Information and Market Integration (Sistema Nacional de Información e Integración de Mercados, or SNIIM). SNIIM reports
monthly prices of various crops (differentiated by state of origin), in 48 wholesale food markets
(mercados de abasto), in some cases back until 1989.
This data allows me to use information on the differences of crop prices across markets to
inform me about trade costs in Mexico, with the possibility to examine how these costs differ
across crops and over time. To do so, I can only infer that differences in prices of a given crop (and
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presentation) are reflective of trade costs at a given point in time t if that crop is sold in a mercado
de abasto that corresponds to the urban center of the region in which it is produced (i.e. i = U( j)
for any producing region j), as well as in some destination region n. Then the difference in the
price of crop k, with presentation q46 , at time t between the origin market i and destination market
n, would be reflective of the costs of transiting the good between regions i and n47 .
Carrying out such a process would generate estimates of transportation costs between markets
(which, without averaging, potentially vary by crop k, presentation q, or time t). However, to
extrapolate these estimates to obtain estimates of trade costs between different municipalities, I
relate these price differences to the travel distances required to ship these goods. Then using the
estimated elasticity of trade costs to travel distance, I can back out trade costs for all regions (again,
potentially varying across different crops k). In appendix section A.5, I describe the estimation
process in further detail.

7

Results

Using my calibrated model48 . The first set of results I display represents the geography of crop
production, where I take the set of packing firms for each crop directly from the data (i.e. the
agroexporter directly). Although I can produce maps of production for any crop in the model, I
plot maps of avocado and maize production in Figures 6(d) and , given their status as the top two
crops in Mexico by production value. Comparing to the plots of recent avocado and maize production in Appendix Figures A.7 and A.8, I find that the results match well to the currently observed
allocation of production of both crops in Mexico. These total production plots are formed as the
sum of production of both low (e = l) and high (e = h) phytosanitary quality crops, which I report
for avocados and maize in Figures 6(b), 6(c), 6(f), and 6(g). Examining the plots of only high
phytosanitary quality production that is processed through packers against the plots of low quality
production, in these plots the high concentration of production comes through the limited number
of regions with processing firms, whereas the low quality production is more localized. However,
46 Here,

reflective of second degree price discrimination, crops are often sold at quantity discounts. In the data, a
crop may be listed at a price per kilogram, but also a price per 20 kilogram box or basket.
47 Of course, this is only true of perfectly competitive settings where there is no processing occuring. This setting
may alleviate some of these concerns, as these markets are wholesale markets where processing is less likely to occur.
However, if intermediaries operating in these wholesale markets hold market power, the price gap would identify
a combination of trade costs and intermediary markdowns, and would naively inflate these trade costs. That said,
these wholesale markets are much more likely to consist of atomistic traders and sellers than larger agricultural value
chains who source to supermarkets and grocery stores or foreign countries. Although I cannot rule out the existence of
markdowns in this setting I posit that my estimated trade costs are themselves low, suggestive of a more limited role
of market power.
48 I use the Pyomo optimization package in Python to solve the model (Bynum et al. (2021) and Hart et al. (2011)),
in this section I present the results of several counterfactuals. A quickstart tutorial I contributed to can be found here.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for avocado

(a) Hectares planted with avocados without any pack- (b) Hectares planted with avocados only of low qualing firms in Mexico (δ H = O)
ity (e = l) when there are packing firms

(c) Hectares planted with avocados only of high qual- (d) Total hectares planted with avocados (e ∈ {l, h})
ity (e = h) when there are packing firms
when there are packing firms

high quality production is more of a prominent feature for avocados than maize, as avocados produced in agricultural value chains exceed 100 times low quality production. In contrast, for maize,
low quality production is almost twice as large as high quality production, which reflects the fact
that most maize in Mexico is produced for local, domestic consumption. These relative magnitudes
influence the strength that moving to an equilibrium featuring more processing plants plays on the
concentration of production.
In Figures 6(a) and 6(e), I plot the equilibrium outcomes when there are no packing firms.
In general, these plots look very similar to the distribution of low (e = l) phytosanitary quality
production, which is intuitive because here only low quality production can meet domestic demand.
As with low quality production, production without packers is much less concentrated, and in
particular, the distribution of avocado production is more similar to that displayed in the 1950’s
(see Figure A.5). To bear these results out further, without packers for avocados, the largest two
states in terms of avocado production in my simulation results produce about ≈ 12% of the total
quantity produced. With the actual distribution of packing firms, the same two states represented
44% of the total quantity of avocados produced in the country. This suggests the addition of
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(e) Hectares planted with maize without any packing (f) Hectares planted with maize only of low quality
firms in Mexico (δ H = O)
(e = l) when there are packing firms

(g) Hectares planted with maize only of high quality (h) Total hectares planted with maize (e ∈ {l, h})
(e = h) when there are packing firms
when there are packing firms

Figure 6: Simulation results for maize
fixed costs in my model is necessary to capture observed outcomes in clustering of agricultural
production. Comparing to 2007 data, 88% of avocado production came from the top two largest
producing states (Michoacán and Jalisco, respectively), so my model fails to capture the full extent
of concentration seen in practice, although it matches observed concentration patterns more closely
than a model that fails to model agricultural intermediaries. Even if we relax the assumption that
Aik should be matched to an empirical counterpart derived from agronomic suitability measures,
the fit hardly improves. In figure A.15, I use nonlinear optimization to select the set of Aik ’s best
fit land shares. After running these caluclations, the top two states still only produce 24% of the
total avocados in Mexico, so merely assuming that the productivity terms capture all of the relevant
dimensions of clustering by relaxing their dependence on suitability measures is not enough49 .
Finally, I demonstrate results using my full calibrated model, where I use my estimated fixed
costs for crops and my model to sequentially determine entry of packing firms into urban regions.
Therefore, I do not rely upon my data of locations of these packing firms (aside from using this
information to determine fixed costs); the location of packing firms is solely a result of the model.
49 Relaxing

this assumption has the further drawback that it would not allow us to examine the effect of changing
productivity given to us as the result of climate modeling.
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In figure 7 I plot the equilibrium outcomes for high quality production (i.e. that which is carried
out through packing firms) of avocados. Although the regional patterns of production do not match
perfectly to observed production of avocados in agricultural value chains, the regions where production does occur are in places with high agricultural suitability. Measuring the overall accuracy
of the procedure to predict where avocado packing firms are located, the model overall has 80%
accuracy, where 93.5% of the regions where avocado firms didn’t enter are regions in which no
packing firms exist in 2007 (i.e. a low rate of false negatives), and 15.4% of the regions where
avocado firms enter are regions in which packing firms do actually exist in 2007 (a relatively high
rate of false positives). Of course, assuming that firms enter according to the ranking of their hypothetical operating profits could yield a different distribution of packing firms in equilibrium in
Mexico, as given the competitive effects of entry, an alternative set of entrants can block out the
places with actual packing firms in 2007 from having entry. Assuming spillovers of productivity
from entrants to other locations (in terms of Avk in other regions) or assuming firms subsidize input
costs for contracting farms could improve the fit of the model to the data, where most avocado
packers are located in the southwest of Mexico and few other regions.
Figure 7: Hectares planted with avocados only of high quality (e = h), with sequential packing
firm entry as described in text

In figure 8, I revisit some of the descriptive statistics earlier, and demonstrate that my model can
rationalize some of my observed findings. In particular, I show that my model generates patterns
of clustering that are not solely determined by agricultural suitability, as shown in Figure 1. For
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instance, if agricultural suitability solely explained where agricultural clusters were located, the
plot below would have a coefficient close to one, and large R2 . Instead, when I run the output of my
model through the clustering algorithm presented in section 3.2, I find both a low coefficient and R2
in both the model derived patterns of clustering (on the left) and the patterns of clustering observed
in real data (right hand figure). This suggests my model does well in capturing the complexities in
AGVC presence in Mexico. For point of comparison, I also present the same figure for the model
output of when I do not include intermediaries in my model. Here, the lack of fixed costs allows
for agricultural production to largely be a factor of the total land in a municipality and their relative
suitabilities, and thus the relationship between cluster size and suitability is much closer, far closer
than what I see in the actual data from SIAP.

8

Agricultural Value Chains and Climate Change

In this section, using my quantative model, I examine the effects of spatially fixed investments in
agriculture on the ability for the sector to respond to climate change. In particular, climate change
is expected to not only impact absolute crop productivities (i.e. a mean increase/decrease across
all crops)50 , but also relative productivities within countries (see figure 9 below, which displays
relative changes in maize productivity within the US and Mexico). This implies that the ability to
change crop allocations as they become more or less productive with climate change will play an
important role in reducing projected damages. Work such as Costinot et al. (2016) and Gouel and
Laborde (2021) concludes that crop choice and switching will reduce global welfare losses due to
climate change by 67% and 46%, respectively.
I explicitly model the role of the intermediary sector in facilitating agricultural production and
trade, given its importance empirically in shaping areas of specialization (see section 4). Here,
the (historically-determined) location of such agricultural value chains will be quite important, as
the ability for farmers in nearby regions to receive higher prices in their vicinity leads them to
produce the crops those firms specialize in, even if they are situated in regions expected to become
less productive under climate change. Of course, if those regions become less productive, some of
the agricultural value chains may shift, but their large fixed investments will mute some of their
adaptation. The degree to which these value chains may shift further is unclear given that they are
composed of individual producers and actors. Many of these actors may not be able to profitably
move alone, even if through coordination they could jointly achieve a more profitable outcome
by moving together. In this sense, by modeling the individual firms and actors that compose
50 Across

all crops found in the FAO GAEZ data and regions (either municipalities in Mexico and counties in the
US), I find that under the IPCC AR5 CMIP5 RCP4.5 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment
Report Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 Representative Concentration Pathway) experiment from
2041-2070, average crop productivity in Mexico will decrease 39.9% and in the United States will increase by 3.9%.
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Figure 8: Cluster size and suitability, model output vs. data

(a) Size and suitability relationship in model output

(b) Size and suitability (real distribution)

(c) Size and suitability in comparison model output
without packers

agricultural value chains as one unit, my results may even be considered to be an upper bound on
the ability for agricultural value chains to shift in response to changes in agricultural productivity.
To begin, I use current and projected agricultural productivities under climate change that come
from the FAO GAEZ project 51 . My main set of results is conducted with an ensemble of models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) under the Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP) experiment 4.5, which represents a ”middle of the road” climate
51 For

more information on these indices and the climate change projections, see online appendix (section B)
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Figure 9: Expected relative suitability changes for maize from 2010 to 2041
Source: FAO GAEZ data. Areas with missing data shown in gray. The legend is right censored at 2. The numerator is
maize suitability under the RCP 4.5 experiment (i.e. a middle of the road climate projection) taken as the ensemble of
the NorESM1-M, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, IPSL-CM5A-LR, HadGEM2-ES, and GFDL-ESM2M model predictions
for 2041-2070, assuming CO2 fertilization, high input levels, and no irrigation. The denominator of the ratio is
average maize suitability from 1980-2010, assuming CO2 fertilization, high input levels, and irrigation.

experiment. I consider changes in productivities from the baseline period of 1981-2010 to the
modeled period of 2041-2070. In ongoing work, I am constructing projections of agricultural productivity using the FAO EcoCrop model and downscaled CMIP6 climate projections provided by
the Climate Impact Lab.
Using my clustering algorithm described in Section 3.2, I select the top production clusters for
17 crops with production in both the United States and Mexico found in the GAEZ database. For
each of these clusters, I compute the ratio of their predicted agricultural productivity in 2041-2070
over their current agricultural productivity. I also compute their relative sizes (defining the ratio
as the land size of the Mexican cluster over the American one) as well as the ratio of the Mexican
productivity gain over the American one. I plot the results in Table 6. Looking at columns (1) and
(2), I observe that the agricultural productivity for most top production clusters is set to decrease,
on average 0.56=44% for Mexican agricultural clusters and 0.85=15% for American agricultural
clusters. However, American clusters of Maize, Peanuts, Soy beans, Sugar, Sunflowers, Sweet
Potatoes, and Tobacco will increase in productivity in absolute terms, and several of these crops
are those in which the Mexican agricultural cluster for which is much larger (i.e. the top Mexican
agricultural cluster is 1.8 times larger for Sugar, 17.6 times larger for Sunflower, and 39 times larger
for tobacco, as shown in column 4). That said, examining the ratio of agricultural productivity
changes during the period, where the Mexican ratio is in the numerator, and the American ratio is in
the denominator, as shown in column 3), Mexican agricultural clusters will become relatively more
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productive for a number of crops, including Carrots, Onions, Rapeseed, Sunflower, and Tomatoes,
suggesting that those agricultural clusters may shift from the United States to Mexico further in
the future.
Crop
Beans
Carrots
Maize
Oats
Olive
Onions
Oranges
Peanuts
Potatoes
Rapeseed
Sorghum
Soy beans
Sugar
Sunflower seeds
Sweet potato
Tobacco
Tomatoes
Wheat

(1)
Mexican
suit. ratio
0.224
0.836
0.816
0.000
0.006
0.774
0.533
0.574
0.081
1.026
0.585
0.572
0.676
1.160
0.936
0.281
0.866
0.139

(2)
American
suit. ratio
0.800
0.004
1.145
0.950
0.619
0.316
0.972
1.046
0.392
0.921
0.743
1.012
1.235
1.017
1.850
1.362
0.419
0.546

(3)
Mex./Am.
suit. ratio
0.280
230.834
0.713
0.000
0.009
2.451
0.548
0.549
0.207
1.114
0.787
0.565
0.547
1.140
0.506
0.207
2.067
0.255

(4)
Mex./Am.
Clust. size
2.858
1.245
0.375
1.538
0.854
1.816
11.553
0.041
0.278
0.000
0.895
0.022
1.846
17.602
0.036
38.922
0.236
0.082

Table 6: Ratio of agricultural productivity 2041-2070 over 1981-2010 for top Mexican and American ag. clusters
In column 1, I compute the predicted agricultural productivity of the top Mexican agricultural production cluster in
2041-2070 over their current agricultural productivity (i.e. in 1981-2010), where I define top clusters as described in
Section 3.2. In column 2, I plot the same for the top American cluster. Column 3 reports the ratio of column 1 over
column 2. Column 4 reports the ratio of the current size of the top Mexican production cluster over the top American
one (in terms of number of hectares planted of each crop in both “clusters”).

Next, I use my model to run simulations comparing the ability for agriculture to shift under
projections of climate change, in a model which includes packers and their fixed costs and one that
does not feature fixed costs. I find that crop switching occurs in 62% of land under the RCP4.5
projections in a model with current packer presence, but occurs in 78% of land in a model that does
not feature fixed costs. This results in a reduction in crop switching of 21% in a model with fixed
costs, suggesting the ability to reallocate production in response to climate shocks is more limited
vis-a-vis models that do not incorporate these features. Despite the large changes in agroclimatic
suitabilities due to climate change, I find that there is not an outsized response of packers to exit
these markets – only 6 packing firms lose profitability such that it exceeds their fixed costs of
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production. As many firms have operating profits that are several times larger than their fixed costs
at baseline, the market power of each firm within its own region and their profitability insulates
these firms to a certain degree from climate shocks, thus limiting the response of entry and exit in
response to climate shocks.
Relative to Costinot et al. (2016), Gouel and Laborde (2021), and Nath (2022), I only examine Mexico and the United States, rather than considering these effects worldwide. Part of this
consideration is that although information on agricultural productivity and production is relatively
easily accessible at world scale (i.e. much of this information is provided by the FAO GAEZ or
SPAM datasets), information on agricultural value chains is much more difficult to piece together,
as governments usually do not systematically collect this information, relative to information at
the farm level. However, my work suggests that these effects will be important on the world scale.
Compared to Gouel and Laborde (2021) and Nath (2022), who suggest that the brunt of climate
change will be experienced by countries with relatively low trade openness, in contrast the effects
of agricultural value chains depressing crop choice changes will be most pronounced in areas with
higher rates of agricultural value chain penetration, which tend to be relatively more open.
At the same time, my results also suggest agricultural suitability is not the only factor determining the location of production, but one also driven by factors such as market access. Part of this
relationship may be driven by unobserved adaptive investments to improve the suitability of the
areas in which agriculture is producing, but over time these may become increasingly costly. Untangling the effects of a productivity decrease in agriculture and whether there may exist a tipping
point at which these agricultural value chains can no longer become profitable is a crucial question
to further study. In particular, the increasing returns to scale of these value chains may ensure their
current and medium term profitability even in the face of a changing climate, but whether they can
weather longer term shocks remains unclear, either through adaptive investments or through exiting and moving elsewhere. In future work, I hope to study further the role of adaptive investments
in agricultural value chains and their potential effects on the mitigation of climate damages.

9

Concluding remarks

In this paper, I study the factors driving the spatial clustering of agriculture. I argue that the
presence of firms such as processors, packers, and exporters in the agricultural value chain drives
regional crop specialization – much more so than the distribution of suitable land, as is commonly
posited. These agricultural value chains display increasing returns to scale because of their large,
spatially fixed, costs of entry which generate regions of high specialization in crop cultivation, but
also leave many regions that are unable to pay these fixed costs unable to specialize. Given the
role that agricultural value chains play in shaping the locations of specialized crop production, an
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important question is whether these value chains are located in the ideal regions given the future
changing climate. I argue that the role of agricultural value chains and their fixed costs is crucial
to understanding the degree to which agriculture can be located where it is most suitable in the
future.
This paper also raises a number of questions to be addressed in future work. For instance,
a full cross country accounting of patterns of clustering in agriculture would help illuminate the
size of barriers to entry into modern agricultural supply chains across countries. As there is recent
evidence of supply chains in agriculture shifting due to climate shocks, more empirical evidence
needs to be obtained as to the speed at which supply chains can move due to productivity changes,
and whether these shifts have been faster for crops with lower fixed costs of entry versus larger
costs, as I hypothesize. Part of the response to these productivity changes depends on the speed,
duration, and variance of these shocks, and whether trade linkages can mitigate or enhance this
adaptation. Finally, understanding the role that governments can play in helping establish supply
chains is crucial to understand the benefits of modern agriculture and potential climate mitigation, including to understand how countries such as Peru have established large supply chains in a
number of crops successfully in a short period of time.
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Appendix

A.1

Mathematical Derivations

Extensions to allowing labor in the production function of packing firms
To include labor in the firm’s production function, I can write their production function as follows:
1−ρ
yivk (qivk ) = Aivk (qρivk livk
)

A firm v operating in region i which produces crop k has the following PMP:
max πivk = max peik1 yivk (qivk ) − qivk pivk (qivk , q−ivk , qik , Qi ) − wi livk − fk .
qivk

qivk
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(23)

Substituting the firms’ optimal demand for labor (from the canonical properties of Cobb Douglas production
functions, the total wage bill of the firm will be (1 − ρ)% of revenues) into its profits, I obtain that the firm’s profit
maximization can be written as:


(1 − ρ) (1−ρ)/ρ 1/ρ 1/ρ
eivk qivk − qivk pivk (qivk , q−ivk ) − fk ,
Aivk peik1 qivk − qivk pivk (qivk , q−ivk ) − fk = max A
(24)
max ρ
qivk
qivk
wi
h
i(1−ρ)/ρ
1/ρ 1/ρ
eivk ≡ ρ (1−ρ)
eivk is taken to be exogeneous with respect
where I define A
Aivk peik1 (noting that everything in A
wi
to the firm v). In this case, I assume that packing plants only represent a small share of labor employment compared
to manufacturing employment and so take the wage to be given, and equal to the wage in the manufacturing sector.
Allowing for multiple entrants
I can allow for extensions of the model where I allow for mutliple packing firms in a region. In each region i,
there are nik ∈ N0 processing firms producing crop k, where if no firms choose to enter, nik = 0. The firms act as
Cournot competitors, and so choose optimal quantities, taking their competitors’ actions as given. Each firm draws
from the same distribution for Avk , and chooses to enter if it’s calculated hypothetical operating profits are greater than
its fixed costs (which depends on its markdown). If I make assumptions about the distribution of Avk in the future, I
can characterize the number of firms nik in equilibrium, but for now I can simulate this analytically. Here, I will solve
for the optimal markdown based upon Cournot competition between the nik entrants in a region.
Recalling that farms can only sell their high quality output to processors then for supply to equal demand we must
have:
nik

∑

q jk1 =

∑ qivk ,

v=1

j∈R(i)

For notational simplicity here, I assume that the firms only source from farms in their same region i, or
nik

qik1 =

∑ qivk .

v=1

Taking the first order condition with respect to qivk yields the markdown condition that determines the wedge
between prices received by intermediaries in region i, peik1 and the marginal cost (factory-gate price) of a unit of a crop
with high quality, pivk (net of productivity) as:


1
1
+
εvk
peik1
=
(25)
e
pivk
Aivk
pivk 52
∂ log pik1
1
where ε1 ≡ ∂∂ log
log qivk . For simplicity, note that pivk = pik1 , and so εivk = ∂ log qivk .
ivk
But we have that


 γike

θ
θ
∂ log qik1
γike
ϑ
−ϑγike ∂ log Qi
(1 − ϑ)γike ∂ logVi
∂ log pik1
γike −θ
γike −θ θ−γike
=
+
q
bike qike
+
+
∂ log qivk
∂ log qivk θ − γike ϑ − γike ik
γike − ϑ ∂ log qike
γike − ϑ ∂ log qike
(26)
To begin, note that
∂ log qik1
qivk
=
,
∂ log qivk
qik1

which is the share that of crop k with high quality h firm v purchases from region i (out of all purchasing firms v).
Therefore, larger firms (i.e. those with larger Avk ’s) have larger markdowns. The remaining terms depend on the
regional production of other crops through the terms qik ,Qi , and Vi , and are identical to the markdown calculation
firms make when they are the sole entrant in the region.
Regional crop supply
52 Note

that qivk = ∑ j∈R(i(v)) q jk1
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The aggregate quantity produced of crop k with export eligbility e will be given by:
qike = Vike /pike = E[ψike (ℓ)|ℓ ∈ Ωike ]ηike Hi p−1
ike =
−1
−1
Pi ηike Hi p−1
γike
ike = γike

λθike pϑik −1
× ϑ pike Vi γ̄i =
pθik
Pi

−1 1−ϑ θ
γike
Pi λike pϑik−θ Hi p−1
ike .

Derivation of elasticity of regional crop supply
It will be notationally convient to rewrite the aggregate regional supply function above as its inverse. To proceed,
α

−θ× γ ike
ike

define bike ≡ wi

β

−θ× γike

pixke

ike

, so
θ /γike ϑ−θ −ϑ

ηike = bike pike

pik Pi

and
1/γ

pike ike
pik

−1
bike p−1
qike = γike
ike

!θ 

,

(27)

pik
Pi

ϑ
(28)

Pi Hi


1
1
θ
θ /γ
and Pi ≡ ∑l∈K Aϑil pϑil ϑ .
with pik ≡ ∑e∈E bike pike ike
 θ−γθ ike


 ϑ−1
γike
θ
ϑ
ϑ
ϑ
γike −θ θ−γike
Then, define qik ≡ ∑e∈E bike qike
and Qi ≡ ∑l∈K Ail1−ϑ qilϑ−1
.
ϑ+1−γ

ike 1−ϑ
Multiplying pik and qik together (and plugging in for qike in qik ), I obtain Vik = pik × qik = pik
Pi Hi .
Therefore, I can rewrite the expression for qike (dividing the above by pik and plugging in for qik ):

θ /γike −1 γike −θ

−1
qike = γike
bike pike
ϑ−γ

ϑ−γike

Returning the equation for qik = pik ike Pi1−ϑ Hi = pik
Substituting this into the equation for qike , I get:

Then, this becomes

γike
θ−γike

pike = γike

γike
γike −θ

bike

γike
θ−γike

qike

qik .

ϑ
−1 1−ϑ −ϑ
Vi1−ϑ Q−
Qi
i and inverting, I obtain pik = qik Vi

θ /γike −1

−1
qike = γike
bike pike

pik

1−ϑ −ϑ
q−1
Qi
ik Vi

ϑ
ϑ−γike

qik

−θ
 γγike−ϑ
ike

ϑ 1−ϑ
Q−
i Vi

1/(γike −ϑ)

qik .

γike /(γike −ϑ)

.

Taking logarithms (and ignoring terms that do not depend on qike ):
log pike =

ϑ
γike
γike
log qike +
log qik +
(−ϑ log Qi + (1 − ϑ) logVi ) .
θ − γike
ϑ − γike
γike − ϑ

From here, the result in the main text can be achieved through partial differentiation.
Land and revenue shares Define the share of revenue of region i from crop k with export eligbility e as the following:
πike ≡ VVikei ≡ ∑ p∑ike qikep q . Then, the share of land allocated to each crop k with status e within region i and the
k∈K e∈E ike ike
share of revenue from the same triplet can be related to the revenue share by
ηike =

γike πike
.
∑k∈K ∑e∈E γike πike

(29)

−1
To see this, note that equation 8 tells us that Vike = pike qike = γike
Pi ηike Hi . Using this and the definition πike ≡ VVikei , the
ηike
right side of equation 29 becomes ∑ ∑ η , which reduces down to ηike , proving the identity.
k∈K

A.2

e∈E ike

Additional derivations of model details

Preferences
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.

The representative consumer consumes two main aggregates in the upper tier: agricultural goods and manufactured goods. They have preferences over these aggregates which are Cobb-Douglas with shares ζ for agricultural
consumption and (1 − ζ) manufacturing consumption, with ζ ∈ [0, 1]. In the lower tiers, consumers consume agriculture as a constant elasticity aggregate given by
K

Ci,A =

1/σA

∑ ak

σA −1
σA

Ci,k

!

σA
σA −1

,

(30)

k=1

where σA > 0 is the elasticity of substitution across crops, and ∑Kk=1 ak = 1, with ak > 0. With this assumption, the
CES price index for agriculture is53
! 1
1−σA
K
1−
σ
−1
A
Pei,A = ∑ ak peik
.
(31)
k=1

Above, I use peik to represent the prices paid for crop k by consumers, to differentiate these prices from those received
by farmers. In a similar fashion, consumers have a taste for variety in manufacturing goods, which are differentiated
by origin, with an elasticity of substitution across varieties given by σM > 0.
To differentiate each crop k, consumers choose whether to purchase their crop either in a local market or from part
of the agricultural value chain such as a supermarket, where
 σe

σe −1
σe −1
σe −1
1/σe
1/σe
σe
σe
,
Ci,k = ak0 Cik0 + ak1 Cik1

(32)

and σe > 0 is the elasticity of substitution across crops with varying phytosanitary standards, and ak0 + ak1 = 1, with
ake > 0. The corresponding price index for crop k, in turn, is given by54 :

 1
σe
−1 1−σe 1−σe
e1−
eik1
.
peik = a−1
k0 p
ik0 + ak1 p

A.3

(33)

Equilibrium conditions and counterfactual equations

Competitive Equilibrium The game is played dynamically for periods t ∈ [1, T ]55 . In period t = 1 it is assumed
that the vector of foreign prices for all crops k, {pW k }k∈K , is too low to support the entry of any packing plants in
the domestic economy. Then, conditional on the non-existence of packing plants, the equilbrium is achieved via the
solution described above. In subsequent periods, firms decide to enter based upon the exogenously determined price
paths for crops, and set their markups based on the information available to them in that period, mik . After the firm
entry decisions have been made, then the equilbrium is solved for. In future periods, the game repeats in the same way.
A competitive equilibrium in each period t consists of, for each region i ∈ W:
1. final prices peike for all crops k, and farmgate prices pike (note that pik0 = peik0 , and pik1 = pemik1 × δik ). Note that if
ik
a packer is not present (δik = 0) in region i and crop k, then the farmgate price for high phytosanitary varieties
is zero, pik1 = 0.
2. wages in each region wi
1−σA

a−1 pe

53 Combining

i,k
these assumptions, this implies that the share of income spent on crop k is given by ξi,k = k 1−σ
×ζ
Pei,A A

1−σM
w
σM −1
Pei,M
(1 −
for k ∈ K and the share of income spent on manufacturing goods from origin i′ is ξii′ ,M = τii′ ,M Ai′′ M
iM
1



1−σM 1−σM
nM
ζ), with Pei,M = ∑n∈W τin,M wAnM
.

54 With

this assumption, the share of expenditure in region i devoted to a crop k with low (e = 0) or high (e = 1)
σe σe −σA eσA −1
ei,k
Pi,A × ζ.
phytosanitary standards is given by ξke = (ake ak )−1 pe1−
ike p
55 Since the equilbrium is solved in each period as it would in a static model, I supress the t notation in the main
text.
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3. final consumption Cike for all crops k with quality e and final goods expenditure Eni,M in manufacturing
4. for the representative farmer, input demands like , xik and output qike for all crops k with qualities e
5. for processing plants, qvk and output yvk for all crops k
6. for the manufacturing sector, input demands liM
7. trade flows:
• Domestic trade flows zni,g for all regions i,n ∈ M for all goods g ∈ G
• International trade flows with ROW: zFi,g and ziF,g for all regions i ∈ M and g ∈ G (where zFi,xk = 0 for
all intermediate inputs into crops k)
• International trade flows with the US: zUS,i,g and zi,US,g for all regions i ∈ M and g ∈ G (where zUS,i,xk = 0
for all intermediate inputs into crops k)
8. The matrix δ|M|×|K| with binary entries ∈ {0, 1} which represents whether a packing firm is operating in region
i ∈ M and producing crop k ∈ K and corresponding firm markups mik
such that
a) The quantities in (3) solve the consumer’s problem, given income and prices
Cike =

with Pei,M

ξike Ei
σe σe −σA eσA −1
ei,k
= (aike ai,k )−1 pe−
Pi,A × ζ × Ei .
ike p
peike

(34)


1−σM
w′
σM −1
Eii′ ,M = τii′ ,M i M + τii′ ,M πii′ ,M
Pei,M
(1 − ζ)Ei = λii′ ,M (1 − ζ)Ei ,
Ai′ M


1−σM  1−σ1 M
wnM
.
= ∑n∈W τin,M AnM + τin,M πin,M

b) The inputs and outputs in 4) solve the representative farmer’s problem, given prices;
c) The inputs and outputs in 5) solve the representative downstream firm’s problem, given prices;
d) The no-arbitrage conditions hold, or τni,g (pig + πni,g ) ≥ png ⊥ zni,g ∀n, i ∈ W and ∀g ∈ G
e) The labor demand in urban regions i ∈ U in manufacturing is given by:
wiM LiM


1−σM
wiM
σM −1
= ∑ τni,M
+ τni,M πni,M
EnM +
PenM
AiM
n∈M


1−σM
wiM
σM −1
τ
+
τ
π
PenM
Xn,MEX,M = λni,M EnM + ∑ λni,M Xn,MEX,M
ni,M
ni,M ni,M
∑
A
iM
n∈{F,US}
n∈{F,US}
F) The labor demand in rural regions i ∈ R in agriculture is given by56 :
wiA LiA = ∑ (αik0 pik0 qik0 + αik1 pik1 qik1 ) .
k

g) In all urban regions i ∈ U, local markets clear for labor and crops for final consumption (both for low and high
quality varieties – low type crops are only consumed from outlying areas, high type crops can be consumed
from AGVCs anywhere in the country or from abroad), and the intermediate market clears for high type crops.
• Li = LiM + LiP = LiM + ∑k∈K lvk
56 Here, I define the price the processing plant offers farms in rural regions to be p
ik1 for i ∈ R. Taking a given rural
p
region i ∈ R and the no arbitrage condition in d) yields that pik1 = τU(i),v,k − πU(i),i,k .
U(i),i,k
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• Eik0 = peik0Cik0 = peik0 ∑i′ ∈R(i) zii′ ,k,l , ∀k ∈ K
(low phytosanitary standard crop consumption must come from the local rural periphery)
• pvk qvk = pvk ∑i∈R(n) qik1 , ∀k ∈ K
(processing crop inputs must equal supply from outlying regions)

• Eik1 = peik1Cik1 = peik1 yvk − ∑n∈W zni,k,h + ∑i′ ∈W /R zii′ ,k,h , ∀k ∈ K
(expenditure on crop k with high phytosanitary standards (h) must be equal to the value of the urban
region’s production from packing plants, less exports to the world, plus imports from the world)
h) In all rural regions i ∈ R, local markets clear for labor and crops for final consumption
R

• Li = LiA = ∑k∈K lvk = ∑k∈K ℓ∈Ωik lvk (ℓ) dℓ
(labor is fully employed by agriculture)

• Eik0 = peik0Cik0 = peik0 qik0 − ∑n∈U(i) zni,k,l , ∀k ∈ K
(low phytosanitary standard crop consumption must come from self production, less what is sold in the
urban market)

• Eik1 = peik1Cik1 = peik1 ∑i′ ∈W /R zii′ ,k,h , ∀k ∈ K (high phytosanitary standard crop consumption must
come from urban regions or abroad)
i) The representative consumer’s expenditure, equals the household’s income from all sources:
op
• For urban regions i ∈ U: Ei = wiM LiM + ∑k∈K (πi(v)k
− fk )

• For rural regions i ∈ R: Ei = wiA LiA +

R

Ωi ri (ℓ)

dℓ

Conditions g)-i) imply that trade is balanced between Mexico, the US, and Foreign.

A.4

Counterfactual analysis

To study the effects of changes to the agricultural productivity of regions, as well as changes the fixed costs of entry for
downstream processors, I write the main equilibrium equations of my model in terms of changes, rather than in levels.
Using the exact hat/calibrated share form notation (i.e. X̂ = X ′ /X, where X ′ is the new outcome and X is the initial
outcome), these shocks can be written as {âik , âike }, {F̂k },{τ̂ni,g , π̂ni,g }, and {δc
ik }. This exercise requires a number of
moments in data, as well as structural parameters. These are:
• Initial moments D ≡ {ξike (e
pi ), ξik (e
pi ), ηie|k , ηik , λin,M },
• the parameters which govern supply ∆S ≡ {θ, ϑ, αike , βike , γike , mvk , Avk , Aik , AiM },
• parameters which govern demand ∆D ≡ {σA , σM , σe , ζ, {ak }k∈K , {ake }k∈K,e∈E }
• endowments of labor and land E ≡ {Li , Hi },
• and exogenously determined prices and demand from abroad
∆X ≡ {{ peFg }g∈G , {pFxk }k∈K , Xn∈{F,US},MEX,M }.
The following counterfactual equations will determine the new outcomes:
b pike −1 .
1. qc
ike = ηc
ike × Pi × d
−σ

σ −σ

e
e
A c
−1 d
d
eike
2. C
pec
Pei,A
ike = (ac
ike ac
i,k ) p
i,k
 1

1−σA 1−σA
c
eik
.
3. Pei,A = ∑Kk=1 ξζik abk −1 pc


eik =
4. pc

ξik0
−1 d 1−σe
c
peik0
k0
ξik a

+

σA −1

× Ebi .

ξik1
−1 d 1−σe
c
peik1
k1
ξik a



1
1−σe

.


σM −1  1−σ1 M

1−σM 
w′nM
d
wnM
′
′
′
e
5. Pi,M = ∑n∈W λin,M τii′ ,M A′ + τii′ ,M πin,M
τii′ ,M AnM + τii′ ,M πin,M
nM
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θ
dθ
dθ
6. pc
ik = ηil|k λik0 + ηi1|k λik1

d
7. λ
pike 1/γike wbi −αike /γike
ike = d
cil ϑ c
bi ϑ = ∑l∈K ηil A
8. P
pil ϑ
ϑ−θ b −ϑ
dθ c
9. ηc
Pi .
ike = λike p
ik

d
10. Ebi = (1 − ζ)d
wiM L
iM for i ∈ U
11. Ebi =

ᾱiVi

Ei

′
Ωi ri (ℓ)
Ei

R

c
wc
iA LiA +

dℓ for i ∈ R

cik
12. d
pik0 = d
peik0 and d
pik1 = d
peik1 m

−1

cik =
× δc
ik , where m



1+ 1′
ε
ik 

.
1+ ε1
ik

A.5

Additional details regarding parameter estimation

τni,S – Iceberg/ad-valorem trade costs
I begin by constructing a measure of the “effective” distance of the transport network between regions or municipalities based on information from the National Network of Roads (RNC). To do so, let a road, or edge in
graph
theory terminology, be given by e and the effective distance of that edge be given by t(e), where t(e) =

maximum speed limit=110km/h
× lengthe × surface typee . If the road is paved, I set surface typee = 1, and if dirt, I set
speed limite
surface typee = 5. Letting p denote a given path (a set of connected edges), E(p) the set of edges that path comprises,
and Pni denote all feasible paths between region i and region n, the total effective distance is given by
min t(p) = min

p∈Pni

p∈Pni

∑

t(e).

e∈E(p)

The solution to the above problem is canonically given by Djikstra’s algorithm, which I calculate for all pairs of
municipalities in Mexico to obtain effective distances as a 2,454 by 2,454 matrix57 .
To obtain τni,k , I estimate the following equation:
log(pnqkt /piqkt − 1) = β0 + β1 log effective distanceni + εit .

(35)

To recall, k indexes crop, t represents the year-month (observations are provided at this level), q represents the quantity
presentation (usually either in kilograms or a box/basket of a given weight), i represents the urban market which
corresponds to origin municipality i, and n represents the destination market. In many cases, prices are either missing
for the destination or origin market, and I simply drop these observations. In some cases, I estimate this equation
including origin-time, destination-time, and crop-presentation-time fixed effects to control for seasonal fluctuations
which may affect these price differences.
I present the results in Table A.1. In columns 1, I obtain my preferred estimates of βb0 = −5.079 and βb1 = 0.274.
I extrapolate these estimates to calculate trade costs in the whole of Mexico using the formula τnik = exp(β0 + β1 log
effective distancenik ). The reader may note that these coefficients do not assure that τnik ≥ 1, so I set it to τnik = 1 if
not.
I can use these estimates to also estimate the expected trade costs of shipping agricultural products abroad. Based
on information I obtain from the US Census Bureau and the Secretariat of Communications and Transport, there are
only a few ports/border crossings that account for the vast majority of the exportation of agricultural goods abroad.
In Figure A.1, I display the ports and border crossings which account for the vast majority of agricultural exports
abroad58 . Therefore, to calculate the (domestic component of) trade costs required to ship a good abroad, for each
57 This problem is reduced in complexity by noting that the graph is undirected, and so effective distances are
symmetric between any set of municipalities n and i out of those 2,454. I note that two municipalities are whollycontained islands, such as Cozumel in Quintana Roo, and are dropped from the analysis due to this complication.
58 For instance, to examine a specific agricultural good: 97% of American tomato imports from Mexico pass through
five southern border crossings: Nogales, Arizona, Laredo, Texas, Hidalgo, Texas, Otay Mesa, California, and El Paso,
Texas, all of which are displayed in red in Figure A.1.
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Table A.1: Effective distance regressions
Dependent variable:
log(pnkqt /pikqt − 1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

log effective distanceni

0.274∗∗∗
(0.0900)

0.355∗∗∗
(0.0543)

0.427∗∗∗
(0.0466)

0.421∗∗∗
(0.0471)

Constant

-5.079∗∗∗
(1.223)
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
67521
0.405

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
67503
0.479

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
59507
0.692

Origin-Time FE
Destination-Time FE
Crop FE
Quantity FE
Crop-Quantity-Time FE
Observations
R2

No
No
No
No
No
69327
0.0376

Standard errors two-way clustered at level of crops and bilateral pairs. Constant not reported for regressions with fixed effects.
∗ p < .10, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01
Notes: Estimated using OLS with standard errors two-way clustered at the bilateral pair and crop levels.

municipality/region i, I calculate the closest port and border crossing, using my effective distance matrix. Then the
domestic component of trade costs is calculated using the distance elasticity estimated above.
Trade costs with the United States I use information from the US Census Tiger shapefile database to compute
effective distance between nodes in the United States in a similar manner. Although tariffs for agricultural trade
between the United States and Mexico are largely zero due to NAFTA, crossing the border involves large costs, mostly
due to the requirement to establish infrastructure on both sides of the border, labor requirements that require changing
drivers inland, as well as the time costs of crossing the border. I abstract from the first two considerations, however
I obtain the time required to cross the border for commercial vehicles from a Freedom of Information Act Request
during my study period. I convert the average waiting time into an effective distance equivalent and calibrate this as
my cost of crossing the US-Mexico border.
Other Parameters
σA – Elasticity of substitution across crops
In future work I aim to estimate elasticities of substitution using the National Survey of Household Income and
Expenditures (ENIGH), but for now I use σA = 1 from the in progress work of Bergquist et al. (2019) (i.e. I assume
the utility function is Cobb-Douglas).
σe – Elasticity of substitution across supermarkets vs. local markets
I use a related estimate (the elasticity of substitution across store types in Mexico) reported by Atkin et al. (2018),
who estimate their parameter to be in the range between 2.28 and 4.36. I set σe = 4 in my calibration.
σM – Elasticity of substitution across traded manufacturing goods
I use an estimate of 5 based upon Head and Mayer (2014).
ζ – Sectoral expenditure shares
I calibrate aggregate agricultural spending from production and trade data using the identity Q − X + I. For shares
of expenditure on traded manufactured goods, I target information on output from domestic product tables.
ak ,ake – consumption shares of crops k at the national level
As before, I calibrate aggregate agricultural spending on individual crop varieties using production and trade
data59 using the identity Q − X + I. I calibrate the shares of expenditure across low and high quality crop types aik0
59 I

match individual commodities in the production data using a correspondence between commodities and trade
data from Fally and Sayre (2018). Sometimes, I am forced to aggregate commodities in the production data to match
the trade data, in which cases I divide the aggregated expenditure share into smaller variety-specific expenditure shares
based on their production values.
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Figure A.1: Visualization of National Network of Roads

and aik1 to be equal across all crops (i.e. aik0 = ai0 and aik1 = ai1 ).
R(i),U(i) – corresponding rural and urban regions
I rely on the definition of metropolitan zones in Mexico from INEGI provided in cleaned format by Blyde et al.
(2020), which group together large urban municipalities into commuting zones (for instance, the Valle de México
metropolitan zone encompasses Mexico City, which comprises 76 municipalities from 3 states). I modify this definition slightly by adding any localities with more than 100,000 people to this list of metropolitan zones, taking care to
merge contiguous “zones” together into one metropolitan zone. Then, to compute the rural outlying municipalities for
each urban zone, I use my estimates of effective distance from the road network to compute the urban zone closest to
each rural municipality. For the United States, I use the definition of commuting zones made popular by Autor et al.
(2013) and provided by the USDA Economic Research Service (ERS).

A.6

Additional details regarding definition of clusters

To identify geographically distinct production clusters for each crop, I begin by drawing a circle of fixed radius (200
km., but I experiment with different radii) around each municipality that produces a given crop and summing up
the total production of all other municipalities that overlap with the circle encompassing the original municipality. I
then rank the production of all such circles centered around different municipalities to determine the largest circle in
terms of production (measured as hectares planted of the given crop), or cluster. Then, examining the municipalities
contained in the largest cluster, I drop all circles centered around municipalities contained in the largest cluster, as
these overlapping circles will often be the second or third largest clusters in terms of production. After dropping these
observations, I move on the second largest cluster. After ensuring that none of the municipalities in the second largest
cluster overlap with the first (and dropping them if they do), I now have the two largest distinct clusters for a given
crop. I then drop all circles centered around municipalities contained in the second largest cluster, and repeat the same
process until I recover the full set of non-overlapping circles/clusters covering the entire map of municipalities. I plot
these distinct clusters in Appendix Figures A.9 and A.10, where I include the set of producing municipalities contained
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in each cluster as well as the non-producing ones for the given crop60 .
I compute the average suitability, yield, and average farm level total factor productivity (TFP) for each crop
cluster in all circles (taking the average only over areas where production of that crop is present). Doing so provides
me an empirical distribution of yields, TFPs, and suitabilities for all clusters, or similarly sized production regions, I
can define in the same way. Using the empirical distribution for each crop, I can then report where in the empirical
cumulative distribution function (CDF) the given cluster’s average yield, suitability, or TFP falls.
To fix ideas, in appendix figures A.11 and A.12 I display the distribution of suitabilities for all production clusters
for avocados and beans, respectively. In these figures the yellow bar indicates the location of the largest production
cluster – the largest production cluster for avocados is quite suitable among all other producing regions, whereas the
largest production cluster for beans is relatively less suitable. Repeating this analysis over all of my crops, I report the
percentile of the largest production cluster for each crop in its respective empirical CDF for yields, suitabilities, and
TFPs in Appendix Figure A.2.
In appendix figure A.13, I contrast the results of figure 1 by splitting my sample into crops that have low and high
phytosanitary barrieers. The relationship between cluster size and productivity (broadly defined) is stronger for crops
with higher phytosanitary restrictions to trade (as proxied by the lines of restrictions listed in the US Code of Federal
Regulations for their importation) than for crops with fewer restrictions in both Mexico and the United States, although
the relationship for all crops is stronger in the United States. One reason for this may be differences in the types of
commodities that are likely to have such regulations – cereals and grains are less likely to have such restrictions,
whereas specialty fruits and vegetables are more likely to have them, the growth of which may be more dependent on
higher levels of suitability. The restrictions themselves may also drive this finding, wherein needing to meet higher
standards of crop quality may necesitate locating in higher suitability areas. This finding also holds for associations
between cluster size and average farm level TFP, which is much stronger for crops with more phytosanitary restrictions
– which suggests that in settings with higher barriers to exportation, only the most productive farmers are able to do
so (or that they may learn from packers more in these settings).

A.7

Additional figures

60 Note: I do not visualize these circles of 200km., but rather the adminstrative boundaries of the municipalities that
overlap with them.
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Figure A.2: Top cluster position in empirical yield CDF

(a) Largest cluster position in empirical suitability CDF

(b) Largest cluster position in empirical yield CDF

(c) Largest cluster position in empirical farm TFP CDF
For each crop, I plot in these histograms the location of the top production crop cluster in its empirical CDF. For instance, if a crop is in the right hand bar, its top production cluster falls within the
90% to 100% percent of its empirical CDF for either yields, suitabilities, or TFP. The top crop cluster is defined as the circle of fixed width (i.e. 50km) which contains the most production of that
crop within. Suitability comes from the FAO GAEZ project, and if not available, the FAO EcoCrop project. Yield comes from the 2007 Agricultural Census and is averaged across farms to the
municipality level. I estimate TFP (more details within the text) at the farm level using the 2007 Agricultural Census. Names plotted for at most 7 top value crops.
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Figure A.3: Share of farm units reporting lack of knowledge of export rules by crop

Figure A.4: Avocado value chain
Source: Comité Sistema Producto Aguacate (2005), translated from Spanish.
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Figure A.5: Hectares planted with avocados in 1950 (log)
Source: 1950 Agricultural Census. Areas with zero production are displayed in light gray, with missing
municipalities displayed in darker gray. The legend is left censored at 1 hectare to avoid negative log values.

Figure A.6: Hectares planted with maize in 1950
Source: 1950 Agricultural Census. Areas with zero production are displayed in light gray, with
missing municipalities displayed in darker gray. The legend is left censored at 1 hectare to avoid
negative log values.
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Figure A.7: Hectares planted with avocados in 2020
Source: SIAP. Areas with zero production are displayed in light gray. The legend is left censored at 1 hectare to avoid
negative log values.

Figure A.8: Hectares planted with maize in 2020
Source: SIAP. Areas with zero production are displayed in light gray. The legend is left censored at 1 hectare to avoid
negative log values.
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Figure A.9: Largest non-overlapping clusters for avocados

Figure A.10: Largest non-overlapping clusters for beans
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Figure A.11: Distribution of observed average suitabilities for all similarly defined avocado clusters

Figure A.12: Distribution of observed average suitabilities for all similarly defined bean clusters
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Table A.2: Relationship between farm growing only one crop and presence of downstream plant
specializing in it
Dependent variable:
Farm produces only 1 crop
Mun. has packer

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.244
(0.00282)

0.213
(0.00285)

0.210
(0.00284)

0.210
(0.00284)

0.130
(0.00204)

0.0648
(0.00217)

0.0652
(0.00217)

0.0917
(0.00107)

0.0908
(0.00108)

Neighbor mun. has packer
Metro. area has packer
Rainfed suitability ∈ [0, 1]
Municipality FE
Crop FE
Sample
N

-0.0110
(0.000932)
X
X
Full
4,792,134

X
X
Full
4,792,134

X
X
Full
4,792,134

X
X
Full
4,792,134

Robust standard errors in parentheses
Data is from by the 2007 Agricultural Census. Dependent variable is whether farm produces only one crop.
Packers/exporter data comes from SADER, suitabilities from FAO GAEZ/EcoCrop. Municipality and crop fixed
effects are included in all columns.

Table A.3: Input cost shares by crop, only for multi-crop farms
Farms w/ int. inputs
Farms w.o. inputs
α
β
γ
α+β +γ
α
γ
α+γ
Avocados 0.123 0.675 0.087
0.885
0.123 0.087 0.210
Bananas
0.235 0.152 0.301
0.687
0.237 0.262 0.499
Barley
0.280 0.381 0.235
0.895
0.280 0.278 0.558
Beans
0.248 0.655 0.574
1.476
0.248 0.574 0.821
Coffee
0.112 0.501 0.129
0.742
0.149 0.208 0.357
Cotton
0.188 0.622 0.116
0.927
0.186 0.121 0.307
Lemons
0.044 0.764 0.105
0.913
0.044 0.105 0.149
0.251 0.725 0.291
1.266
0.263 0.487 0.750
Maize
Mango
0.145 0.006 0.275
0.425
0.177 0.290 0.467
Oats
0.078 0.432 0.420
0.930
0.108 0.429 0.537
Oranges
0.231 0.658 0.107
0.997
0.231 0.107 0.338
Sorghum
0.168 0.557 0.206
0.931
0.200 0.291 0.491
Soy beans 0.272 0.450 0.475
1.197
0.208 0.518 0.726
Sugar
0.063 0.186 0.400
0.649
0.065 0.424 0.489
0.746
0.109 0.209 0.319
Tomatoes 0.109 0.428 0.209
Wheat
0.233 0.631 0.317
1.182
0.225 0.338 0.563
Notes: Estimated using two-stage least squares with robust standard errors, using the 2007 Agricultural Census. I take
the median of all state level estimates for each crop. α is the cost share of labor, β is the cost share of fertilizer, and γ
is the cost share of land. Since I cannot estimate equation 14 if fertilizer use is zero, I split the sample into farm units
with positive and zero fertilizer use and estimate the coefficients separately for both groups. Sample consists only of
farm units growing multiple crops, where labor and fertilizer are allocated according to the hectares planted of each
crop.
Crop
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Figure A.13: Correlation between size of cluster and cluster suitability, yields, and TFPs

(a) Size and suitability in Mex. (b) Size and suitability in Mex. (c) Size and suitability in US (low
(low SPS-rule crops)
(high SPS-rule crops)
SPS)

(d) Size and suitability in US (high (e) Size and yield in Mexico (low (f) Size and yield in Mexico (high
SPS)
SPS)
SPS)

(g) Size and TFP in Mexico (low (h) Size and TFP in Mexico (high
SPS)
SPS)
High phytosanitary strictness (SPS) crops are crops with more than 7 lines in the US Code of Federal Regulations;
low SPS crops are those with 7 lines or less.
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(i) Land share

(j) Hectares planted (log)

(k) Quantity (log)

(l) Value (log)

Figure A.14: Placebo check: Event study using false year and crop packer assignment
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Figure A.15: Estimation results for avocado, using Aik from maximum likelihood estimation rather
than fundamental agro-ecological suitabilities

(a) Hectares planted with avocados without any (b) Hectares planted with avocados only of low qualpacking firms in Mexico (δ = O)
ity (e = l) when there are packing firms

(c) Hectares planted with avocados only of high qual- (d) Total hectares planted with avocados (e ∈ {l, h})
ity (e = h) when there are packing firms
when there are packing firms
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